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51 Tamal Vista Blvd., Corte Madera and 1 Ferry Bldg., San Francisco • November - December 2016, No. 6 415-927-0960 (Marin) • 415-835-1020 (San Francisco) • 800-999-7909 (orders) • www.bookpassage.com



Book Passage at 40!



“. . . Now, Therefore, be it Resolved . .. that the Marin County Board of Supervisors wishes to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of this local treasure that has been consistently noted for the discerning quality of its titles, its ongoing support for authors both new and renowned, and its commitment to the greater community.” 



Marin Country Board of Supervisors, October 4, 2016



Our sincere thanks to the Marin Country Board of Supervisors and to the people of our community for the support you have shown us over the last four decades. We couldn’t have achieved what we have without all of you behind us. Now, it’s time to celebrate. We hope you will all join Isabel Allende, Anne Lamott, Don George, and many other friends of Book Passage on Saturday, Dec. 3 to reminisce a bit, enjoy some refreshments, and talk about what we can accomplish in the next forty years Please see the schedule for December 3 on pg. 15.



Michael Connelly Nov. 5 S.F. and Marin



Dan Bergner & Ryan Speedo Green Nov. 7, 7:00 pm



Let’s Read at the Zoo!



Book Passage and the National Kidney Foundation are presenting a “Let’s Read” program at the San Francisco Zoo on Sun., Nov. 20, at 10:00 am. Bring the kids to meet some great children’s authors and support a good cause. See pg. 11.



Read Our Holiday Gift Guide Our buyers offer the perfect book titles for everyone on your shopping list!



Pg. 24 - 31



Beth Ashley Robbie Robertson Anna Kendrick T.J. Stiles Nov. 12, 4:00 pm Nov. 13, 1:00 pm Nov. 30, 7:00 pm Dec. 1, 7:30 pm College of Marin Dominican



November-December 2016



Cleve Jones Dec. 6, 6:00 pm Aquarium of the Bay Ferry Building Anne Rice Dec. 2, 6:30 pm



Michael Goorjian Dec. 7, 6:00 pm Ferry Building



Michael Chabon Dec. 17, 4:00 pm



Author Events in Marin Author Events in S.F. Kids & Young Adults Book Passage at 40 The Storytellers Writing, Art, & Language Classes Elaine’s & Luisa’s Picks Holiday Books for Kids Gift Books Cooks with Books 



p. 2 p. 8 p. 12 p. 14 p. 16 p. 18 p. 22 p. 24 p. 28 Back
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Author Events in



Terri Tate



Marin



Tues., Nov. 1, 7:00 pm Introduced by Anne Lamott How do you keep going when doctors give you a two percent chance of survival? A Crooked Smile follows Terri Tate’s journey through the labyrinth of modern health care, and into surprising new adventures in self-discovery.



Noah & Logan Miller



Wed., Nov. 2, 7:00 pm A gripping thriller, Let the Good Prevail offers a fresh take on the timeless theme of revenge, set amid the harsh beauty, and reality, of the contemporary West. Brothers Logan Miller and Noah Miller are the coauthors of the memoir Either You’re in or You’re in the Way.



Gerald Nachman



Thurs., Nov. 3, 7:00 pm Showstoppers! is all about Broadway musicals’ most memorable numbers—why they were so effective, how they were created, and why they still resonate. Gerald Nachman is the author of six books, including Seriously Funny and Raised on Radio.



Inga Aksamit



Sat., Nov. 5, 11:00 am Styled like a journal, Highs and Lows on the John Muir Trail is a lively account of one woman’s trek on the John Muir Trail. Inga Aksamit offers engaging and informative descriptions of the majestic scenery, camaraderie of trail friends, and challenges of the terrain.



Special Evening Celebrating



Elena Ferrante



Featuring Elaine Petrocelli & Friends Wed., Nov. 2 • 5:00 pm • Corte Madera Note: Elena Ferrante will not be in attendance. We would have invited her, but she prefers her identity remain unknown! Someone claims to know who she is, but we just like her writing. Readers have been dazzled by the pseudonymous Italian novelist Elena Ferrante, best known as the author of the “Neapolitan Novels” consisting of My Brilliant Friend, The Story of a New Name, Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay, and The Story of a Lost Child. Join us for a wine and cheese reception and discussion of Ferrante’s latest work, Frantumaglia: A Writer’s Journey.



Michael Connelly



Sat., Nov. 5, 5:00 pm Swift, unpredictable, and thrilling, The Wrong Side of Goodbye is the latest installment in Michael Connelly’s bestselling Harry Bosch series. Connelly is the author of 28 previous novels, including #1 New York Times bestsellers The Crossing and The Burning Room.



Georgeanne Brennan



Sun., Nov. 6, 4:00 pm In her extraordinary memoir, James Beard Award-winning author Georgeanne Brennan, takes readers on an intimate journey to Provence. My Culinary Journey features lush details about the food, people and the French festivals Brennan celebrated during her lifelong journeys through the region.



Dan Bergner & Ryan Speedo Green



Mon., Nov. 7, 7:00 pm Co-Sponsored by San Francisco Opera At the age of twelve, Ryan Speedo Green was placed in Virginia’s juvenile correctional facility of last resort. In Sing for Your Life, Daniel Bergner chronicles Green’s suspenseful, racially charged and artistically intricate journey from solitary confinement to his current stardom as a renowned opera singer.



Matt Simon



Wed., Nov. 9, 7:00 pm Wired columnist Matt Simon offers readers a comical romp through evolution’s weirdest experiments. The Wasp that Brainwashed the Caterpillar features mind-blowing creatures like zombie ants mind-controlled by a fungus and beautiful salamanders that can regenerate any part of their bodies.



Maria Goodavage



Thurs., Nov. 10, 7:00 pm In an age fraught with terrorism, United States Secret Service canine teams risk their lives to safeguard the president, visiting heads of state, and many others. In Secret Service Dogs, Maria Goodavage immerses readers into the heart of this elite world of canine protectors.



Jane Sobel Klonsky



Sat., Nov. 12, 1:00 pm Since 2012, photographer Jane Sobel Klonsky has captured images and stories focused on the relationship between dogs in their twilight years and the people who love them. Unconditional: Older Dogs, Deeper Love is a captivating collection that celebrates humans’ special bond with, and love for, their older dogs.
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T.J. Stiles



Sat., Nov. 12, 4:00 pm In conversation with Janis Cooke Newman From Pulitzer Prize winner T.J. Stiles comes Custer’s Trials, a brilliant new biography of General George Armstrong Custer that radically changes our view of the man and his turbulent times. This book won the National Book Award



Marianne Betterly



Sat., Nov. 12, 7:00 pm Left Coast Writers Event® The Return of the Bees is the latest poetry collection from Marianne Betterly, an awardwinning poet who writes about San Francisco, fairy tales, nature, love, and loss. Her poetry has been published widely in books and journals.



Beth Ashley



Sun., Nov. 13, 1:00 pm Since You Asked is a compilation of columnist Beth Ashley’s best travel columns. Ashley has worked for the Marin Independent Journal for more than 40 years, serving at various times as a copy editor, feature writer, life styles editor, news editor, and columnist.



Patricia Garfield



Sun., Nov. 13, 4:00 pm Bestselling author Patricia Garfield’s latest work tells the story of Katie McCall’s dream romance with Ned Kilkenny. Lavender in Larkspur is a romance, a historical novel, and a captivating retelling of immigrants forced to face new challenges including prejudice.



Todd Parr



Mon., Nov. 14, 10:00 am Special Children’s Event! In Be Who You Are, a brand-new companion to his beloved classic It’s Okay to Be Different, New York Times bestselling author Todd Parr (The Goodbye Book) encourages kids to be proud of who they are inside.



A Holiday Gift Books Review



Books & Coffee



with Elaine & Friends



Tues., Dec. 6 • 1:30 pm Elaine Petrocelli and a team of Book Passage booksellers lead a discussion of books for the holidays. Come join us as we present new books for all the readers on your holiday shopping list this season—From children’s books to the latest literary fiction and from art books to thrillers. We’ll have recommendations for readers of all ages and interests. Free gift wrap, of course!







Isabel Allende



Special Book Club Seminar Hosted by Elaine Petrocelli, and featuring Isabel Allende, and Wendy Pearl and Ron Shoop from Penguin Random House Sat., Nov. 12 • 2:00 - 4:00 pm • Tickets: $45 (includes signed book & wine and cheese reception) • Corte Madera store Join Book Passage president Elaine Petrocelli as she hosts an evening for book club enthusiasts centered on Isabel Allende’s The Japanese Lover. Isabel Allende will be on hand to discuss her novel, while Penguin Random House representatives Ron Shoop and Wendy Pearl will share all their favorite upcoming releases (and maybe even give a few away!).



To sign up : www.bookpassage.com/allendeclub or call (415) 927-0960 ext. 1



Reception with Famed Woodcut Artist



Tom Killion



Sat., Dec. 3 • 3:00 pm • Book Passage Cafe • Corte Madera Tom Killion is a native of Marin County who has been producing acclaimed Japanese-style woodcut prints of the California landscape for over forty years. Killion has created over 400 relief prints, and has produced five handmade art books depicting landscapes from California to Europe and Africa. Killion’s most recent book, California’s Wild Edge, is a fresh collaboration with Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gary Snyder.



Songs & Stories with Megan Sundays at 10:30 am • Corte Madera



Join us on Sundays to listen to songs and stories! Megan is a children’s music teacher, performer, and recording artist, offering classes and events across the North Bay and San Francisco. She graduated from the Berklee College of Music in Boston with a degree in music therapy. Learn more about Megan at www.musictimewithmegan.com



Children’s Books Galore! Wed., Nov. 16 • 10:00 • Marin store



Hosts Elaine Petrocelli & Susan Kunhardt Book Passage invites you to a coffee and lively discussion of the best children’s literature. Our Book Passage children’s book specialists will tell you all about great new books for the young people on your list. We’ll tell you the stories behind the stories, wrap your gifts, and even ship them for you.



Come for tea, cookies, and goodies!
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Author Events in



David Helvarg



Marin



Mon., Nov. 14, 7:00 pm From the first human settlements to the latest marine explorations, The Golden Shore tells the tale of the history, culture, and changing nature of California’s coasts and ocean as David Helvarg takes readers on a journey along the state’s 1100-mile Pacific coastline.



Deb Ziegler



Tues., Nov. 15, 7:00 pm Written by Deborah Ziegler, the mother of Brittany Maynard—a twenty-nine-year-old woman with a terminal brain tumor—Wild and Precious Life is a touching and beautiful memoir that captures and celebrates her daughter’s spirit.



Miriam Horn



Wed., Nov. 16, 7:00 pm



Co-Sponsored by Marin Conservation League Unfolding as a journey down the Mississippi River, Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman tells the stories of five representatives of a budding stewardship movement. Miriam Horn is the author of the New York Times best-selling Earth: The Sequel.



Vernon Dwelly



Thurs., Nov. 17, 7:00 pm Vernon Dwelly has lived a remarkable life across the globe. In Until the Gods Say No, he shares some of his experiences in the USA and on far-afield foreign assignments through poems and short stories full of humor, surprises, challenges, and human observations.



Lawrence Levy



Fri., Nov. 18, 7:00 pm In conversation with Zack Ruskin When Lawrence Levy was hired as CFO of Pixar, the company was on the verge of failure. To Pixar and Beyond is the extraordinary story of how Levy, working closely with Steve Jobs, transformed the sleepy graphics art studio into one of Hollywood’s greatest success stories.



Paulette Jiles



Sat., Nov. 19, 1:00 pm News of the World follows a soldier and an orphan as they embark on a 400-mile journey through post-Civil War Texas to deliver the child to her relatives. Paulette Jiles is the bestselling author of Cousins, a memoir; and four novels, including Enemy Women.



David Nicol



Sat., Nov. 19, 4:00 pm Can awakened consciousness truly contribute to social change and, if so, how? In Subtle Activism, David Nicol introduces the concept of “subtle activism” to describe the use of consciousness-based practices like meditation and prayer to support collective transformation.



Tim McCanna



Sun., Nov. 20, 11:00 am Special Children’s Event! In Bitty Bot, a little robot would rather go on an intergalactic adventure than go to sleep in this rhyming romp that breaks all the bedtime rules. Tim McCanna’s first picture book, Teeny Tiny Trucks, was called a “clever rhyming adventure” by Kirkus Reviews.



Kristine Poggioli & Carolyn Eidson Sun., Nov. 20, 4:00 pm Walking San Francisco’s 49 Mile Scenic Drive shows how walking San Francisco’s famous scenic route gives you an active, fun way to fall in love with the most beautiful city in the world. Written by Kristine Poggioli and Carolyn Eidson, this guide includes detailed maps, “hidden gems”, and much more.



Jayme Moye & Hans Florine



Mon., Nov. 21, 7:00 pm The Nose of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park is the most famous rock climb on earth. Hans Florine has climbed it 101 times (and counting). In On the Nose, Florine and co-author Jayme Moye provide a rare look inside the adrenaline-charged world of competitive climbing in Yosemite Valley.



Mark Coleman



Mon., Nov. 28, 7:00 pm In Make Peace with Your Mind, meditation teacher and therapist Mark Coleman helps readers understand and free themselves from their inner critics using the tools of mindfulness and compassion. Coleman is a senior meditation teacher at Spirit Rock Meditation Center and the founder of the Mindfulness Institute.



Robert Greenfield



Tues., Nov. 29, 7:00 pm Bear: The Life and Times of Augustus Owsley Stanley III is Robert Greenfield’s definitive biography of the reclusive and mysterious Grateful Dead benefactor and renowned LSD chemist without whom the counterculture would never have been born.
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Marin Art & Garden Center



Johanna Silver



Wed., Nov. 30 • 6:00 pm • $25



Johanna Silver, Garden Editor of Sunset Magazine, talks about her book Bold Dry Garden: Lessons from the Ruth Bancroft Garden, based on her experience of working with Ruth Bancroft and Bancroft’s legacy of dry garden plants. Dry-gardening pioneer Ruth Bancroft grew a private landscape so remarkable that it spurred the founding of the Garden Conservancy. This waterwise approach is vital for today’s home gardener, as succulents, wildflowers, cacti and trees come together in a collage of colors, textures, and shapes. As low-water realities dominate an increasing number of gardens, Bancroft’s example shows us how dry can be both bold and breathtaking. For information and tickets: magc.org/events/the-bold-dry-garden-lessons-from-theruth-bancroft-garden/



Is there a book collector on your holiday gift list?



Signed First Editions Book Club



Members of the First Editions Club receive a signed first edition of a new work of fiction by an emerging author who shows exceptional talent and promise. We’ve been early champions of young writers whose work has continued to garner critical attention and praise, including Khaled Hosseini, Junot Diaz, Daniel Alarcon, Yiyun Li, Ben Fountain, Rachel Kushner, Lauren Groff, Nathan Englander, Dinaw Mengestu, Paul Harding, Adam Johnson, Joshua Ferris, Anthony Marra, and Emily St. John Mandel. Our May 2015 pick, The Sympathizer by Viet Thanh Nguyen, was awarded the 2016 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction. And that followed Anthony Doerr who won the Pulitzer for his magnificent novel All the Light We Cannot See, which was our April 2014 selection. Two of our 2016 picks were longlisted for the National Book Award—The Portable Veblen by Elizabeth McKenzie and News of the World by Paulette Jiles. Members tell us that the First Editions Club has introduced them to books and authors that they wouldn’t have discovered on their own. We can’t promise an award winner every time, but we can promise a diverse selection of wonderful reading. For more information or to register, contact Mary Benham at [email protected]







Book Passage & Dominican University



Book Passage is pleased to work with the Institute for Leadership Studies at Dominican University of California in San Rafael to present an outstanding series of events.



For tickets, visit bookpassage.com/dominican or call (415) 927-0960 ext. 1



Robbie Robertson



Wed., Nov. 30, 7:00 pm



In conversation with Radio Silence’s Dan Stone • Ticket: $38 (includes signed book) Robbie Robertson’s singular contributions to popular music have made him one of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of all time. With songs like “The Weight,” Robertson and his partners in The Band introduced a new popular music lexicon that has influenced countless musicians and styles. Testimony: A Rock ‘n’ Roll Life is a memoir of the group’s storied career and of the moment when rock ’n’ roll became part of life.



Bernie Sanders 



This event is sold out



Fri., Dec. 2, 7:00 pm



In Our Revolution, Senator Bernie Sanders shares his personal experiences from the campaign trail, recounting the details of his historic primary fight and the people who made it possible. He outlines a progressive economic, environmental, racial, and social justice agenda that will create jobs, raise wages, protect the environment, and provide health care for all—and ultimately transform our country and our world for the better. For him, the political revolution has just started.



College of Marin



An Evening with Academy Award Nominee



Anna Kendrick



Thurs., Dec. 1 • 7:30 pm • James Dunn Theater, College of Marin • Tickets $35 (includes signed book) In Scrappy Little Nobody, Academy and Tony Award-nominated actress Anna Kendrick brings her sharp wit and winningly wry observations to the page, recounting the many extraordinary—and the charmingly ordinary—moments along her road to success. Since her Academy Award-nominated role as Natalie Keener in “Up in the Air,” Kendrick has made numerous theatrical appearances, including starring roles in “Into the Woods” and “The Twilight Saga” and “Pitch Perfect” film franchises.



For tickets, visit bookpassage.com/kendrick or call (415) 927-0960 ext. 1
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Author Events in



Marin



Peter Orner & Christine Sneed



Susan Isa Efros



Fri., Dec. 9, 7:00 pm Girls Gone Astray is a collection of short and shorter stories about women in their teens to eighties who venture off the traditional path to discover unexpected and potent truths about themselves. Susan Isa Efros is the author of the novel Walking Vanilla.



Thurs., Dec. 1, 7:00 pm An elegy for an eccentric late father, and the end of a marriage, Am I Alone Elaine Khosrova Here? is also Peter Orner’s celebration Sat., Dec. 10, 1:00 pm of the possibility of renewal. The Bread & Local Butter Tasting Virginity of Famous Men is awardwinning writer Christine Sneed’s deeply perceptive story In Butter: A Rich History, award-winning food writer and chef Elaine Khosrova serves up a collection on the human condition. story as rich, textured, and culturally relevant Rebecca Katz as butter itself. From the ancient butter bogs of Ireland to the sacred butter sculptures of Tibet, Sun., Dec. 4, 1:00 pm this book is about so much more than food. In Clean Soups, author Rebecca Katz teaches readers how to incorporate wholesome stocks Wanderland Writers and soups into their everyday eating so they can Sat., Dec. 10, 7:00 pm detox and feel energized year-round. Katz is an Left Coast Writers Event® accomplished chef and the author of the awardYou are invited to join the editors and winning The Cancer-Fighting Kitchen. contributing writers for the fifth anthology in the award-winning Wanderland series, Gail Halverson Wandering in Andalusia: The Soul of Sun., Dec. 4, 4:00 pm Southern Spain for a book launch featuring The Boundary Stone is a historical fiction wine, tapas and literary treats. novel set in 1660’s England at the time of the Matt Coyle & Patricia Smiley Great Plague. Gail Halverson is the playwright and composer of musical plays that have been Mon., Dec. 12, 7:00 pm performed for over 250,000 Sacramento area Introduced by Jacqueline Winspear school children since 2004. In Dark Fissures, Private Investigator Rick Cahill fears the next knock on his James Hoggan door will be a cop holding a warrant Tues., Dec. 6, 7:00 pm for his arrest. Matt Coyle is a recipient In I’m Right and You’re an Idiot, author and of the Anthony Award. Crackling with wit and suspense, Patricia David Suzuki Foundation chair James Hoggan Smiley’s Pacific Homicide is a classic police procedural told grapples with the critical issue of pollution, with flair, imagination and the deep authenticity of an author who conducting interviews with outstanding thinkers knows the LAPD from firsthand experience. including Thich Nhat Hanh, Noam Chomsky, Rabih Alameddine and the Dalai Lama. Tues., Dec. 13, 7:00 pm Hathaway Barry National Book Award Finalist Rabih Wed., Dec. 7, 7:00 pm Alameddine’s An Unnecessary Woman Confounded by some of the behaviors she’d garnered acclaim from critics and readers alike. experienced with men in her life, Hathaway His new novel, The Angel of History, is every Barry decided to listen more deeply. Years bit as passionate and complex, propelled by later, after lengthy interviews with more than 85 the voice of an unforgettable narrator with an males (ages 9 to 94), Boy: A Woman Listening acerbic wit and a fierce intelligence. to Men and Boys is the fascinating result.



Mark Shaw



Thurs., Dec. 8, 7:00 pm Was What’s My Line star, media icon, and crack investigative reporter and journalist Dorothy Kilgallen murdered for writing a tell-all book about the JFK assassination? This question and more are answered in Mark Shaw’s 25th book, The Reporter Who Knew Too Much.



David Thomson



Wed., Dec. 14, 7:00 pm With Television, David Thomson—the critic and film historian who wrote what Sight and Sound’s readers called “the most important film book of the last 50 years”—has finally turned his unique powers of observation to the medium that has swallowed film whole.
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David Elliot Cohen



Fri., Dec. 16, 7:00 pm From David Elliot Cohen, the New York Times bestselling author of One Year Off, The Wrong Dog is the heartwarming, often hilarious, story of Simba II, a mischievous white Labrador puppy brought home by accident. Cohen is the author of the Day in the Life and America 24/7 photography book series.



Joel ben Izzy



Sat., Dec. 17, 1:00 pm Is it too much to ask for one lousy miracle? Dreidels on the Brain is a funny, touching novel of growing up Jewish that has all the makings of a holiday classic. Joel ben Izzy is the author of the memoir The Beggar King and the Secret of Happiness.



Michael Chabon



Sat., Dec. 17, 4:00 pm A dreamlike week of revelations forms the basis for Moonglow, the latest feat of legerdemain in the ongoing magic act that is the art of Michael Chabon. Chabon is the bestselling and Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay.



Mary Ellen Hannibal



Sun., Dec. 18, 1:00 pm Co-Sponsored by SPAWN/TIRN As Mary Ellen Hannibal wades into tide pools, follows hawks, and scours mountains to collect data on threatened species, she discovers the power of a heroic cast of volunteers. Citizen Scientist is a literary event and a blueprint for action.



Peter Dale Scott



Sun., Dec. 18, 4:00 pm In conversation with Sylvia Boorstein Walking on Darkness is the latest poetry collection from Peter Dale Scott as he looks back on six decades of experiences. Scott’s poems have been praised by Robert Hass, Thom Gunn, and Robert Pinsky; and in 2002 he won the Lannan Poetry Award.



Read Our Holiday Gift Guide! Our head buyer, Luisa Smith, and our children’s book buyer, Susan Kunhardt, offer the perfect book titles for everyone on your shopping list!



Pg. 24 - 31







A thoughtful holiday gift



Aunt Lydia



The Personalized Gift Program Let Aunt Lydia help with your gifts If you want a special, ongoing gift, the Aunt Lydia Book Program may be the answer. The program began years ago when a customer decided to send a book a month to her favorite aunt. We decided other “Aunt Lydias” might like the same gift. Here’s how it works: We talk with you about what your gift recipient likes to read and then select an appropriate book. Sometimes gift-givers like to be part of the selection process; sometimes they leave it to us. You decide how often you want books to arrive—every month, every two months—it’s up to you. You’re charged for each book at the time of shipping. It’s a personalized gift. We have book givers who send travel books to armchair explorers, thrillers to at-home sleuths, or political books to news addicts. This gift is matched to the reading preferences of the recipient. The books arrive beautifully wrapped with a hand-written note. Each book will remind the recipient of your thoughtfulness. It’s a perfect baby shower gift: What better gift is there than building a baby’s first library? Aunt Lydia is a unique and personal Baby Shower gift. For information: email Gina Schnabel at [email protected], or call 415-927-0960, ext. 230



Special Holiday Gift



The Giving Tree A Book for Every Child Our Giving Trees and Menorahs for this holiday season are up at both of our stores, and we hope you will help us reach our goal of providing every child in the Giving Tree Program with a book. Thanks to your generous spirit, more than 1,000 children, ranging in age from infancy to 18 years, received books as gifts last year. We include children whose names are provided to us by community organizations including: Canal Community Alliance, Hospice by the Bay, Human Concerns Center (Ritter House), Jewish Family and Children’s Services, Marin City Children’s Program, Center for Domestic Peace, Sunny Hills Children’s Garden, and West Marin Collaborative, Women’s Daytime Drop-In Center. Here’s how you can participate: • Choose a child’s name from the tree or menorah, select a book, and purchase it. If you prefer, we’ll pick the books for you. • Make a donation of any amount to the Giving Tree program. We use these donations to make sure every child receives a book by the end of the season. To participate, go to either store or donate online at www.bookpassage.com. You can also call 415-927-0960 ext. 1.
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Author Events in San Francisco



Tom Dalzell



The Ferry Building (415) 835-1020



Mon., Nov. 7, 6:00 pm Based on Tom Dalzell’s blog of the same name, Quirky Berkeley pays tribute to the boldly imaginative artwork on display in front of, on top of, and engulfing residents’ houses all over the city. With full-color photographs and a pithy wit, Dalzell shares his discoveries of the unexpected.



Fuschia Dunlap



J. Tony Serra



Tues., Nov. 1, 12:30 pm The lower Yangtze (or Jiangnan) region has been known since ancient times as a “land of fish and rice.” In Land of Fish and Rice, Fuchsia Dunlop draws on years of study and exploration to present the recipes, techniques, and ingredients of the Jiangnan kitchen.



Mark Oldman



Wed., Nov. 2, 6:00 pm Co-Sponsored by Wine Merchant In How to Drink Like a Billionaire, leading wine personality Mark Oldman distills his vast knowledge of wines into an easy-toread, humorous guide, complete with in-depth instructions on everything from tasting to swirling to buying wine.



George Matiasz



Thurs., Nov. 3, 6:00 pm 1% Free is set in 2042, where America’s second civil war is underway. It’s within this reality that George Matiasz has set the thrilling story of Detective Jimmy Hidalgo, who must catch a serial killer (whose first victim was Jimmy’s best friend) in a San Francisco on the brink of social insurrection.



Ed Garrubbo



Sat., Nov. 5, 11:00 am Meet & Greet Event! Sunday Pasta Cookbook from Edwin Garrubbo features 50+ seasonal pasta recipes, beautiful photography, expert wine pairings, plus information about pasta and other ingredients. It is a gorgeous and informative cookbook loaded with delicious recipes.



Michael Connelly



Sat., Nov. 5, 1:00 pm Signing Event! Swift, unpredictable, and thrilling, The Wrong Side of Goodbye is the latest installment in Michael Connelly’s bestselling Harry Bosch series. Connelly is the author of 28 previous novels, including #1 New York Times bestsellers The Crossing and The Burning Room.



Wed., Nov. 9, 6:00 pm Begun around 1960 and finally completed during a prison sentence as a tax resister 50 years later, The Scaffold: A Treason Death Penalty Trial is famed defense attorney J. Tony Serra’s first novel. Serra has handled numerous noteworthy cases, including the defense of Huey Newton, the Hell’s Angels, and the SLA.



Bruce Jenkins



Thurs., Nov. 10, 6:00 pm For S. F. Chronicle sportswriter Bruce Jenkins, the song “Shop Around” by The Miracles that featured “Smokey” Robinson ushered him into the world of loving Motown. In Shop Around, he provides the back story of the recording of the hit single and traces how his love of music has grown and evolved over the years.



Ferry Building Staff Picks What Light Jay Asher



Set on an Oregon Christmas tree farm and a SoCal tree lot, Jay Asher (13 Reasons Why) gives us a holiday story for teens with seasonal romance.



Swing Time Zadie Smith



Acclaimed London author Zadie Smith (White Teeth, NW) returns with an exuberant novel of music, race, and friendship, set in NorthWest London and West Africa.



A Child of Books Oliver Jeffers



The latest from Oliver Jeffers (The Day the Crayons Came Home) is an homage to books and writing perfect for a family that loves reading.
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Kristin Elizabeth Clark



Fri., Nov. 11, 6:00 pm Special Young Adult Readers Event! In Kristin Elizabeth Clark’s newest novel, Jess, Chunk, and the Road Trip to Infinity, a transgender teen and her best friend embark on a road trip. Clark is also the author of Freakboy, a YALSA Top Ten Best Fiction for Young Adults.



Christian Schwarz



Sat., Nov. 12, 12:30 pm



Meet & Greet Event! Written in a clear and concise style, Mushrooms of the Redwood Coast by Christian Schwarz teaches beginning and experienced mushroom hunters how to find, photograph, and identify mushrooms, from common species to hard-tofind standouts.



Denise Pinhey



Mon., Nov. 14, 6:00 pm Left Coast Writers Event® Fans of A Confederacy of Dunces will love Denise Pinhey’s An Inch in Time, a strange and surreal romp through time and space that follows the life—and afterlife—of a young man named Justin Oliver Inch.



Chris Conrad



Tues., Nov. 15, 6:00 pm Whether you want to toke your first legal joint, profit from the industry or learn what’s going on, The Newbies Guide to the Cannabis Industry is for you. Author Chris Conrad is a world-famous cannabis expert and was a driving force behind Proposition 215.



Donna Kaz



Wed., Nov. 16, 6:00 pm Co-Sponsored by the Mesa Refuge UN/MASKED: Memoirs of a Guerrilla Girl On Tour follows the journey of artist Donna Kaz, who after being physically assaulted by her Hollywood actor boyfriend, becomes a Guerilla Girl, a feminist activist who only appears in public wearing a rubber gorilla mask.



Leah Kaminsky



Thurs., Nov. 17, 6:00 pm In conversation with Louise Aronson Leah Kaminsky’s powerful fiction debut The Waiting Room unfolds over a day in the life of a young physician in contemporary Israel, who must cope with modern threats in the shadow of her parents’ horrific wartime pasts.







A Literary Feast



San Francisco’s



Les Dames d’Escoffier



with Paula Wolfert, Georgeanne Brennan, Joyce Goldstein, Dorie Greenspan, and others



Sun., Nov. 13 • 3:00 - 6:00 pm Ferry Building Mezzanine Tickets: $12 (proceeds to charity) A Literary Feast is the first-ever public signing by the members of an invitationonly professional association of internationally regarded women in hospitality, wine and food. Many of the authors are bringing “tastes” from their books, allowing ticket holders to taste while talking with their favorite authors. A commemorative bookmark is included with each purchase. Tickets $10 in advance, $12 at the door. Tickets available at www.cellarpass.com



Celebrate Small Businesses on



Small Business Saturday



Sat., Nov. 26 • Starts 8:00 am • Ferry Building



We love Small Business Saturday in the Ferry Building, where we are part of a community of locally-owned shops, farmers and vendors. This year a full schedule of local authors will help us celebrate all things small and local:



10:00 am — Elisa Kleven & The Horribly Hungry Gingerbread Boy: A San Francisco Story 11:00 am Marissa Moss & Mira’s Diary, Carravaggio 1:00 pm Mac Barnett & How This Book Was Made 2:00 pm — Kate Schatz & Miriam Klein Stahl & Rad Women Worldwide Stop by to meet the authors and pick up autographed copies of their books for gift-giving! The “baking booksellers” will have sweet treats to share, of course.
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Author Events in San Francisco



John Pomfret



The Ferry Building (415) 835-1020



Thurs., Dec. 8, 6:00 pm In The Beautiful Country and the Middle Kingdom, John Pomfret reconstructs the surprising, tragic, and marvelous ways Americans and Chinese have engaged with one another through the centuries. Pomfret is the author of Chinese Lessons and a former Washington Post correspondent.



Ed Grant



Erin Gleeson



Elissa Altman



Wanderland Writers



T.J. Reilly



Anne Rice



Sat., Nov. 19, 12:30 pm For those of us who wouldn’t dare live more than a mile from the coastline, piers are the essence of beach culture. Piers of California is a beautifully written, exquisitely photographed and historically significant love letter to piers from photographer Ed Grant. Tues., Nov. 29, 6:00 pm In this kaleidoscopic memoir, Elissa Altman tells a story of tradition, expectations, religion, and rule-breaking. Spanning from 1940s wartime Brooklyn to present day rural New England, Treyf is a story of contradiction, hope, betrayal, and one family’s relentless yearning for acceptance. Thurs., Dec. 1, 6:00 pm In A Time for Redemption, a born-again, antiabortion serial killer is loose in San Francisco. Author T.J. Reilly brings FBI investigator Jack Oatmon—first introduced in Reilly’s debut, Ladies Invited, —back for a new adventure where the stakes have never been higher.



Cleve Jones



Tues., Dec. 6, 6:00 pm Longtime LGBTQ and AIDS activist Cleve Jones’ memoir When We Rise is a sweeping, profoundly moving account of his life from sexually liberated 1970s San Francisco, through the AIDS crisis, and up to his present-day involvement with the marriage equality battle.



Sat., Dec. 10, 11:00 am Erin Gleeson, the New York Times bestselling author of The Forest Feast, returns with The Forest Feast Gatherings, a gorgeously illustrated cookbook packed with 100 brandnew simple vegetarian recipes designed for relaxed entertaining. Mon., Dec. 12, 6:00 pm Left Coast Writers Event® You are invited to join the editors and contributing writers for the fifth anthology in the award-winning Wanderland series, Wandering in Andalusia: The Soul of Southern Spain for a book launch featuring wine, tapas and literary treats.



Friday, Dec. 2 • 6:30 pm • Aquarium of the Bay, Pier 39 in San Francisco Tickets: $20 (includes entry to aquarium and a $5 voucher towards book purchase) From Anne Rice, conjurer of the Interview with the Vampire and Prince Lestat, comes an ambitious and exhilarating new novel of utopian vision and power, uniting the ancient worlds and the legends of the Vampire Chronicles. Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis deepens Rice’s vampire mythology as it brings together the ancient worlds and beings of the Vampire Chronicles and opens up to us a whole new universe of characters, history, storytelling, and legend.



To register, visit: bookpassage.com/rice or call (415) 927-0960 ext. 1



Michael Goorjian



Wed., Dec. 7, 6:00 pm In What Lies Beyond the Stars, a depressed programmer from San Francisco has a chance encounter with a mysterious woman while contemplating suicide. Michael Goorjian is an Emmy Award–winning actor, filmmaker, and writer. His acting credits include Party of Five, Leaving Las Vegas, and SLC Punk.



Grotto Readings at the Ferry Building Fri., December 2, 6:00 pm



Join us for a showcase of new work from the students of the San Francisco Writer’s Grotto writing classes. Both fiction and nonfiction writers will read their work—but only for 3 minutes each! Instructors will enforce the time limit.
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Ferry Building Store News Holiday Preview Book Talk with Tea & Cookies!
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The National Kidney Foundation



Let’s Read!



Great Hall, San Francisco Zoo



Sunday, Nov. 20 • 10:00 am - 1:00 pm • Tickets: $20 (ticket includes a children’s book, admission to the Cheryl McKeon, manager of zoo, ride tickets, parking, & a boxed lunch!) Tues., Nov. 29 • 1:00 pm



Book Passage in the Ferry Building, presents her favorite titles and gift books. Assistant Manager Katherine Ralph shares new and favorite children’s books. Shop early for holiday giving, and 10% of your purchase total will be donated to The Giving Tree.



CUESA Kitchen



Book Passage provides books for author events in the CUESA Saturday Market Demo Kitchen. Some upcoming events:



Jeff Yoskowitz & Liz Alpern The Gefilte Manifesto:



New Recipes for Old World Jewish Foods, Sat., Dec. 3 ∙ 10:30 am



Two stars of the Brooklyn food scene, Liz Alpern and Jeffrey Yoskowitz, revitalize Old World food traditions for today’s modern kitchens



Michelle McKenzie Dandelion and Quince:



Exploring the Wide World of Unusual Vegetables, Fruits, and Herbs Sat., Dec. 10 ∙ 10:30 am



Plant profiles for over 35 uncommon vegetables, fruits, and herbs available in today’s markets—with over 150 recipes.



Sasha Duerr Natural Color: Vibrant Plant Dye



Projects for Your Home and Wardrobe Sat., Dec. 10 ∙ 12:00 pm



A gorgeous, heavily photographed guide to making natural plant dyes and using these dyes to create clothing and home decor, with over two dozen projects and ideas for every season.



We’re Your Elves!



Do your holiday shopping on your lunch hour, leave your gifts to be wrapped, and then pick them up on your way home! Gift Wrapping is Free (and we ship anywhere)



Be Our Facebook Friend Book Passage Ferry Building – follow us for news specific to the San Francisco store.



Let’s Read! gives children and their parents an opportunity to meet some great children’s authors and hear their stories and anecdotes. Each ticket for a child comes with one free book, but we’ll have all of the books of the featured authors available. Following the authors’ presentations all attendees are invited to a reception, where snacks, treats, and beverages will steal the show. Proceeds raised at this event support the National Kidney Foundation’s mission to advance the awareness, prevention and treatment of kidney disease,



Christian Robinson Little Penguins



Robinson (illustrator) and Cynthia Rylant (author) This book tells about the first snowy day of winter, when five little penguins bundle up and venture outside to play.



Kathryn Otoshi Beautiful Hands



Little hands can do so many wonderful things: plant ideas, lift spirits, stretch imaginations. This concept book rouses children to use their hands for the good and reach for their dreams.



Mac Barnett How This Book Was Made



You may think you know how this book was made, but you don’t. Sure, the author wrote many drafts, and the illustrator took a long time creating the art, but then what? How’d it get into your hand?



To register, visit: https://nkfletsread.eventbrite.com



Little Gifts



Do you need some last-minute items to add to the holiday gift box you’re sending home? Almost everyone does. You’ll find all of these in our Ferry Building store: • A Plush Golden Gate Bridge You won’t find that in a gift store in the Midwest • San Francisco keychains • Matchbook post-its, Literary Lipgloss, & San Francisco SF bookmarks • Original San Francisco art posters, matted and ready to frame • S.F. photo calendars, wall and desk designs • Tiny twinkle lights • San Francisco and California tea towels
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Hey Kids, Are You Ready to Read? Sat., Dec. 3 • 10:00 am



Come hear some of our local students read their work! We are showcasing the writers of tomorrow as part of our 40th Anniversary celebration. This is entirely selfish on our part. We’re hope that they will get the feel for how much fun it is to read in front of a bookstore audience. If so, they might just be coming back for years to come with books they have written. Time will be limited. So please contact Joy ([email protected]) to let us know you will be a reader! (But we warn you! Famous authors have told us it could be habit-forming.)



Groups for Young Readers



Get Ready For . . .



Book Passage Mock Caldecott 2017



Sat., Jan. 14 • 4:00-7:00 pm • Marin store • $20 The Caldecott Medal is given every year to the most distinguished illustrated book for children. But what is the Mock Caldecott? These somewhat cheeky programs are held all over the country, and they provide readers a chance to get a jump on the awards and have a little fun doing it. During this evening of wine and discussion, we’ll read the criteria by which the American Library Association judges books for this prestigious award. Then we’ll use that criteria to judge a list of books ourselves according to those rules and vote on the winners. Space is very limited, so reservations are required! Call (415) 927-0960 ext. 1 for details



Events for



Kids & Teens



Book Passage offers a variety of book groups for young readers—all of them free and all of them bursting with enthusiasm. To sign up for any of these groups, please contact us at [email protected].



These events are especially for kids and teens. They are also on our event calendar (starting on pg. 2)



Email us for 2017 info about these groups:



Fri., Nov. 11 • 6:00 pm • Ferry Building In Kristin Elizabeth Clark’s newest novel, Jess, Chunk, and the Road Trip to Infinity, a transgender teen and her best friend embark on a road trip. The last time Jess saw her father, she was a boy. Now she’s on her way to art school. Luckily, Jess isn’t making this trip alone. Her best friend Chunk is joining her. Along the way, they learn a few things about themselves and their relationship. Clark is also the author of Freakboy, which won numerous awards



INK Books for Not-Quite-Young-Adults INK is a drop-in book group for ages 8 – 12 • Marin store • 6:00 – 7:00 pm • Third Friday of the month • New members welcome This is a lively group of kids who love books (and a few who didn’t know how wonderful books were until they came to a meeting). There are many perks of membership, including the opportunity to read books before they arrive in the store, meet authors, and recommend books to other INK members.



MB16 Book Group



Book group for 16-year-olds • Marin store • 6:00–7:00 pm • 1st Wednesday each month • Free New! This is a new book group for teens 16 and older who will recommend new titles to each other, read and discuss books, and do all sorts of book-related activities.



Comic Book Club Comic Book Club is a drop-in book group for ages 8 & up • Marin store • 11:00 am • 2nd Sat. of the month • New members welcome! • Free Comic Book Club is a group of young readers who love comics and graphic novels. And they don’t just read them and talk about them, they write them too!



Kristin Elizabeth Clark Jess, Chunk, and the Road Trip to Infinity



Todd Parr Be Who You Are



Mon., Nov. 14 • 10:00am • Corte Madera In Be Who You Are, a brand-new companion to his beloved classic It’s Okay to Be Different, N.Y. Times bestselling author Todd Parr encourages kids to be proud of who they are inside. Parr has inspired and empowered children around the world with his bold images and positive messages. His books include The Goodbye Book, The Family Book, and The I Love You Book.



Tim McCanna Bitty Bot



Sun., Nov. 20 • 11:00 am • Corte Madera In a busy robot town bots begin to power down. All except for Bitty Bot! Feeling sleepy? Maybe not! Tim McCanna has worked in advertising, written musicals, and played accordion in several bands before becoming a children’s book author. His first picture book Teeny Tiny Trucks was called a “clever rhyming adventure” by Kirkus Reviews.
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Book Clubs



Register Your Book Club with Us!



Register your book club, and members will receive a 10% discount on all club selections. You can register your club in person or by email or by going to bookpassage.com/register-your-book-club. If you want to be part of a start-up book club, email Kate Larson at [email protected]. Tell us whether you prefer day or evening meetings, and a general idea of the books you like to read.



New in Paperback November 2016



The Guest Room by Chris Bohjalian The High Mountains of Portugal by Yann Martel My Name is Lucy Barton by Elizabeth Strout Hotels of North America by Rick Moody Custer’s Trials by T.J. Stiles A Doubter’s Almanac by Ethan Canin



New in Paperback December 2016



The Little Red Chairs by Edna O’Brien Landfalls by Naomi J. Williams
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A Special Holiday Gift for the Writer on Your List



Anne Lamott On Writing



Sat., May 13 • 1:00 - 4:00 pm • $160



“I’m grateful for your courageous willingness, Anne Lamott, to tell the truth; you’ve helped me find my voice, too.” – Patty Craft “Lamott is a narrator who has relished and soaked up the details of her existence, equally of mirth and devastation, and spilled them onto her pages.” - N.Y. Times Give the writer in your world a memorable experience, as he or she shares an afternoon with Anne Lamott. Anne Lamott never shies away from the difficult topics — both in writing and in life. Share an afternoon with this talented, humorous, and daring writer in an event that includes an on-stage interview, a lecture, and Q&A session. Lamott offers advice on the writing process and shares her writing experience. Anne Lamott is the the bestselling author of Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life, as well as of Small Victories, Hard Laughter and several other novels and essays Anne Lamott taught the first Book Passage writing class almost two decades ago. It’s a joy to welcome her back.



Looking for Gift Items?



We Have Lots of Gifts & Travel Accessories Looking for the perfect gift for the holidays? A hostess gift, something special for your favorite relatives? Stop by Book Passage and pick up unique items to go with a book, journal, coloring book and calendar. Here are some suggestions:



Book Passage has the largest selection of Baggallini styles. There really is a style of bag for everyone. Our customers come back for the current fabric selections of their favorite style every season. If we don’t have the color or design that you want, we are happy to order it for you.



Our Lavender Sachets, Soaps, and Candles, and Herbs Provence from French Artist Club are the perfect hostess gifts. All completely natural products from France, The company is based locally in the Bay Area.



We are lucky to be one of the first retail outlets to carry Newgate Watches. British brand Newgate are renowned for their innovative design-led timepieces. A destination brand, the launch of an avant-garde watch collection sees Newgate translate their most iconic designs into a contemporary wristwear collection for women and men.
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Part Five: “Are Books Here to Stay?” (Parts 1, 2, 3, & 4 were in the previous four issues)



Happily, the answer is “Yes!” Commentators outside the book business have claimed for years that printed books are on the verge of extinction. Since information can be downloaded into an e-book the way music is loaded onto a smartphone, they’ve declared that books and records must share the same fate. Some in the digerati class have written off printed books entirely. Take John Biggs, who writes a blog called TechnoCrunch.com. In 2011, he seemed absolutely certain that by the year 2025 books would be “at best, an artifact and at worst a nuisance.” And he didn’t seem to lament that one bit, although he conceded that this development might be upsetting “if you’re currently in the book sales racket.” Those of us currently in the book sales racket try to be patient with these types of techno-twits, but it isn’t always easy. However, we can now happily report that e-books have plateaued in the last few years at about 20% of all books published, joining audio-books, serialized books, and other spin-offs of the basic publishing business. It’s not surprising that books haven’t disappeared. Printed books have been around for 573 years ever since Gutenberg perfected movable type, and they still fill a unique cultural role. When technological newcomers—like vinyl records, tapes, CDs—were forced to give way to succeeding technologies, it was usually because the new technology was able to recreate the exact same experience as the one it replaced (well, maybe not entirely: some—including my son—claim they can still hear the difference in vinyl records). But not all technological changes swallow their forbearers. The death of radio was predicted many times, but it still fills a role that no other technology has been able to duplicate. That’s also true with movies. You can watch almost anything on your own television screen or computer, but there are times when you want the shared experience of a movie theatre. And the same is true of books. E-books and printed books both deliver the same words, but beyond that the two experiences diverge. This is most obvious with large art, travel, or photography books, where the visual aspect of the book pre-



dominates. And it’s true also of children’s books with their flip-up illustrations, overthick pages, enticing shapes – and kids sitting around the bookstore floor fondling them. Modern bookstores are a hive of human interaction with staff members carrying stacks of books, people meeting in book clubs, readers talking about their favorite authors, and customers finding a new favorite book on the shelf next to the one they set out to look for. But what really sets a printed book apart from anything else is a modern-day author event. Having sat through hundreds of them at Book Passage, I can attest that nothing really compares with the moment when a writer meets his or her fans for the first time. And what is the medium of exchange? A printed book – one that is lovingly handed across the table, signed by the author, and then carefully handed back to the reader. And how about durability? A first edition of Charles Darwin’s “Origin of the Species” sold for about $60,000 in London in 2009. You don’t have to go that far to find some gallery-like prices on books. A signed first edition of John Grisham’s 1989 novel A Time to Kill was selling two years ago for $1,500; Khaled Hosseini’s 2003 novel The Kite Runner was selling for just under $1,000. Great books – like great art – can go up in value. Does anyone want to guess the price you’d get on the open market for a non-transferable, cloudbased e-book? A bookcase in your home full of your favorite volumes tells a visitor more about you than a long letter of introduction. If anyone doubts the cultural power of a shelf full of books, try this experiment. Close your eyes and imagine all the books in your home or in the homes you’ve visited. Now imagine that the books have all disappeared (having become either an “artifact” or a “nuisance” – you choose). In their place imagine blank walls with a video screen. How does that make you feel? I’ll tell you how it makes me feel. I expect the cyborgs to walk in any minute with the manacles. *** Books are as healthy as ever. But what about book publishing? What does the future hold there? Book publishing has always been a



strange business. Books are the only product in America in which the price is printed right on the item itself. No one in this business talks about wholesale prices – only the discounts they get off of that pre-printed price. That causes all sorts of operational problems. And for all the money they spend, publishers are almost anonymous. Try to think of the publisher’s name on the spine of the book you have sitting on your nightstand. There’s not one person in a thousand who can come up with the right answer. This lack of brand identification means that publishers have to hit it big with a handful of star authors and try to ride that publicity. That tends to distort what the big publishers do. The lore of publishing is a mixture of history and myth. There is the classic story of the young author who shows up in New York, walks into the office of the famous editor, and throws a pile of pages down on his desk (another variant has the manuscript sailing in over the transom, but it’s hard to tell if that ever really happened). The editor, who may also be the publisher, reads a few pages, looks up, and says, “You’ve got a promising book here, young fella. If you let me edit it, we’ll make something of it.” And off they sail into literary history. Forget all that. The book business today is dominated by a few large corporations, and in some cases the U.S. publishing division is just a small part of their overall business. Publishing executives may not focused on the actual manuscripts. One of their main jobs is to allocate the company’s promotional efforts, often throwing the biggest dollars in support of a few books that they think might break out of the pack. Although the editors select the books, they usually only get the green light after they have been vetted by several others in the company. And they are not the real gate-keepers. That role goes to literary agents who try to out-guess what a publishing house might want to see and screen out anything that doesn’t fit that model. For a great many authors this is a daunting situation, because most books never get in the door. As for throwing the manuscript over the transom, you’d never get past the security guard fifteen-floors down in the lobby.



Book Passage • November - December 2016 This underscores the oddest thing of all about publishing: i.e. it’s usually an all or nothing proposition. If a major publisher accepts a book, it will design the cover, copy-edit the text, pay for the printing, arrange for promotion, send out its salesforce, and ship the books – all at no cost to the author. In fact, they usually pay the author an advance against future royalties. Once you get in the door, your literary career could take hold and you’ve paid no money up front. But if you don’t get past that threshold, you’ll probably end up paying for everything on your own. * * * The structure of mainstream publishing sometimes makes life awkward at the bookselling level. On the one hand, we love working with the big publishers and hosting as many of their authors as we can. Our relationship with most of the people in the publishing houses is deep and longstanding, and we are grateful for the authors they send our way. On the other hand, we feel for the unpublished authors we meet every day. Since we’re living in the Bay Area, it often seems like half the population is working on a book and looking around to get it published. Often these unpublished writers are as talented as the ones who have been lucky enough to find a publisher. It seems we’ve been fielding questions about publishing ever since we opened our doors, but that makes sense. If you want to figure out how the book business works, what better place to start than your neighborhood bookseller? It’s a challenge we continue to wrestle with. One solution has been to work with smaller and local publishers as much as we can. They will often publish authors that haven’t been able to sign on with the bigger houses. Another solution has been to take self-published books on consignment and split the sale proceeds with the author. We often do this with local authors, unless they’ve wandered into the clutches of one of the on-line self-publishing companies that prices the book so high that we can’t sell it (we’re talking about you, Amazon!). Our writing classes have been another response to this challenge. Many of them are aimed at teaching writers the intricacies of the book business, and they’ve had some notable successes with writers who have later been published We took a bigger step in 2003 when we worked with Linda Watanabe McFer-
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Book Passage at 40! Saturday, Dec. 3



Please join us for a day of fun and celebration: 10:00 am



We’re starting off with the kids, inviting them to come up and read stories they have written or whatever they feel like reading. Among the many who will be there reading, we expect the kids from INK to be there with their first book Dragon Mist and its new sequel (see pg. 12)



3:00 pm



In the afternoon there will be a reception in the café for Tom Killion’s new collection of graphic arts that will be displayed both in the cafe and the gallery (see pg. 5) .



4:00 pm



Isabel Allende, Anne Lamott and Don George will speak about the history of the bookstore and what it means to them and the community. Following that there will be a slide presentation about the store (shamelessly heaped in nostalgia!). And following that, we will break out the bubbly and celebrate



And here’s where you can help!



We are asking our friends to bring a “not too used” book to donate to our Hospice Used Book department. We will be donating a portion of the day’s new book sales to Hospice to help support their wonderful programs. rin to help organize Left Coast Writers. In Linda’s words, this group attempts to “shed a little light in the literary garret.” Left Coast Writers still meets monthly at our Corte Madera store to swap ideas about writing and publishing and to listen to experts in the field. More recently it has started shepherding writers through the literary process and organizing author events at both our stores. You can find them at leftcoastwriters.com. Our most ambitious effort to close the gap between published and unpublished authors began a couple of years ago with our Path to Publishing program. Under the leadership of Sam Barry, this program has attempted to match authors with the resources they need at any stage of their careers. Veteran “mentors” are available to work with writers about some of the basic issues they might be facing. Editors will look at finished manuscripts, while book designers help authors put the book in a format that will meet the needs of different publishing programs. But all of this is a work in progress. We are still searching for a formula that will allow each book to be published and reach the audience that it merits. The key to this isn’t so much the printing of the books themselves. Writers can usually learn how to do that with a little advice. But the tougher question is to figure out how those books will be distributed, promoted, and extended out to a wider audience. If a ma-



jor publisher isn’t paying for this type of distribution to happen, does that mean that writers have to pay for all of that themselves? There are many of us who feel that there needs to be a third way – a form of co-publishing – in which writers, publishers, and, perhaps, outside funders share the cost of getting books to the public. There are publishers that are starting to do that, but co-publishing has not yet made it into the mainstream. Maybe that’s the real challenge for the next forty years. Independent booksellers like Book Passage have been good at bringing nationally published books into their communities. Maybe the next thing we need to focus on is how to facilitate the flow of books in the other direction— working with local authors and publishers and finding a way to reach a wider, national audience. In a way, that’s similar to what we have always been doing all along. From the perspective of New York publishers, Book Passage has always seemed like a window on our local community of readers. And for the writers and readers in our community, we’ve served to some extent as a point of entry into the larger world of publishing. At any given moment, we’ve always felt we were in the middle, watching this fascinating flow of ideas going by us in both directions. It’s a role that we happily—and humbly—enjoy. Bill Petrocelli
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Storytelling



Echoes of Okunoin by Tania Amochaev



Every step took me deeper into the ancient heart of Okunoin, the largest and most revered cemetery of Japan, a shadowy forest of giant cedars and stone markers; of mists and mosses; of ghosts present and past. The trails, hidden under mud and needles, pulled me away from the well-maintained and heavily visited formal areas of pagodas and pavilions. Water dripped from overhead branches. Old stones leaned gently together. I slowed and followed a weak beam of sunlight to a mismatched pair of eroding markers, when a sudden vibration in my pocket interrupted my reverie. Was someone trying to reach me? It was the fall of 2015 and I was staying in a temple in the small mountain town of Koyasan, between visits to Tokyo and Kyoto. Previous travels in Japan, some years ago, had involved my high tech business career. At that time, the enigmatic silent politeness I encountered made negotiation challenging. It hadn’t started smoothly. One of the first executives I worked with casually mentioned that women walked two steps behind in his culture, a comment he came to regret when he learned I controlled his investment budget. His culture and I never matched wavelengths. But now I wanted to see what it felt like to explore freely, to not worry about the next meeting, or how to dress for dinner with high-level executives and Geishas. My life changed radically some twenty years ago when my husband Harold was diagnosed with an aggressive cancer. We both left successful business careers to appreciate days suddenly made incalculably more valuable than any possible financial gains. He successfully battled against all odds for sixteen years—almost half of our time together—and we savored life even as the enemy stalked relentlessly. But now he was gone and I dove into writing and photography and surrendered fully to my travel addiction. I was exploring different ways to see, and learning to appreciate the Zen aesthetic in my life and art. Surely a land where the wabi-sabi values of imperfection and naturalness were venerated had much to teach me. What I didn’t know was whether I was open to learning from it. I wasn’t a natural for the subtle courtesies of Japan. My roots were close to the surface, as my immediate family had fled from Russia and the Balkans. My upbringing was raucous and combative; family members expressed themselves loudly and fervently. I worked hard to keep my sense of self, to not be overrun by their strong beliefs. I was outspoken and articulate; I shouted loudly and persistently. My writing is still more Tolstoy than Tanka, raw personal expose rather than symbolic measured Haiku. But the pull of delicate Japanese brush painting has, after years of hard work, helped me create some of my favorite photographic images. And I have learned that even short sentences can sing. I explored. In Kyoto I walked the Philosopher’s Trail along a creek bed, then veered onto side streets. I visited a pottery collector and, un-



Tania Amochaev is a writer, traveler and award winning photographer. She was born in Serbia and spent her childhood in San Sabba, a refugee camp in Trieste. She went through San Francisco’s public schools, U.C.Berkeley, and the Stanford Graduate School of Business. She is a founder of the Healdsburg Literary Guild and the educational non-profit Public School Success Team. She is a member of Left Coast Writers. Her photography won first prize at the 2016 Book Passage Travel Writers & Photographers Conference. You can see samples of her photography at www.leftcoastwriters.com/echoes-of-okunoin-by-taniaamochaev/#more-6734 expectedly, found a unique instrument called the hamon. Made of rough cast iron and shaped like half a giant ostrich egg, this simple object, similar to a slit drum, converted my inexpert taps to tones as delicate as water drops in a hollow echoing cavern, a sound that spread like a ripple of water. In Tokyo I roamed for days, confident in aimless exploration because my phone always knew where I was and where my hotel was. I walked through glossy department stores selling hundred dollar mushrooms and marveled at the cleanliness of this city of millions. And then several trains and a funicular brought me to the mountains, and to Koyasan. In the morning I explored temples of an austere intimacy that contrasted radically with the elaborate and vibrant Russian Orthodox cathedral of my youth. Instead of nearly explosive singing in many keys I heard modulated male voices chanting, their haunting tones escaping into the surrounding fog and forests. Memory and reality mixed and melded. I stopped for a brief rest in my room, and finished the newest mystery by Louise Penny, a favorite Canadian author. In the final sentences, the protagonist discovers that the name of his newest grandchild is Zora. My mother’s name—and one rarely heard outside the Balkans. I pondered this as I moved on. I walked through giant cedar trees and steep hillsides that reminded me of the redwoods Northern California, where Harold’s ashes are scattered. And then I reached that moment briefly shattered by my phone vibrating. It was my calendar. The first reminder, my wedding anniversary, made me laugh. We were so bad at dates that for almost thirty years in those days before smart devices it was my mother’s phone call which first alerted us to the day’s significance. But there was a second reminder. Tomorrow, September 13, would mark the anniversary of my mother Zora’s death. Suddenly everything about the day took on new significance. Harold and my mother had always been extremely close. My two loved ones were evidently tag-teaming from beyond this world to make sure I remembered them. I don’t visit my parent’s graves, but here I was, in a cemetery, and they were using vibrating airwaves to communicate with me. How very Zen, I thought -- an uncanny marriage of tradition and technology, of the sublime and the annoyingly pedestrian. My high tech past melded onto my more contemplative present. Rain turned to wispy tendrils of mist that wafted like the smoke from swinging incense burners at my parent’s funerals. I stood before two stone markers—one short, one tall—one lit by the brief sun’s glow, one in deep shadow. The pairing was perfect. My twometer tall husband towered over me as my father had over my



Book Passage • November - December 2016 tiny mother. I was in a perfect place, physically and spiritually, to receive and understand my mother’s message. The very next grouping I saw held my whole family, everyone I had lost, represented by old stones covered with bright green moss, glowing in the dark, transcending temple and cathedral. I lost myself in that amazing mountain for hours, walking in silence while pilgrims and tourists passed on the lower trails. I reflected back many years and remembered the continuing interchange with my hapless Japanese colleague. I was in my office when there was a gentle tap on the open door. “Amochaev-san,” he said, bowing gently. “May I come in?” “Of course,” I replied. “Amochaev-san,” he continued, with words that were unexpected and surely the result of some anguish. “I need to confess,” and he paused, looking down at the floor rather than at me, “that my own daughter refuses to walk two steps behind.” It was his way of inviting me to his country, acknowledging that I—and my investment funding—would be welcome. It also spoke to the future. I don’t know how much Japan has changed over the last thirty years, in which his daughter has grown to middle age and I have moved beyond that. The women I met indicated it was still hard to get ahead. But that’s equally true in Silicon Valley. It is I who have learned to leave judgment a bit further behind, to listen to what isn’t said, to appreciate the beauty in the subtle. As a result, my experience of Japan was radically different on this trip from my previous travel. I was relaxed and able to deeply absorb a culture that was open to my exploration and easy to appreciate. I even saw the Geishas as women expressing an ancient art rather than submissive servers of sake. It was in its new accessibility that Japan showed me who I was, who I had become. It was in Koyasan, as I moved in quiet contemplation, that my ancestors found me. They sent calm, rather than guilt over my lack of care for their gravesites or memory for dates. In that forest cemetery far from all our homes—past and present—my tears blessed their memories, and I walked for hours in a peace I have rarely found anywhere else, listening to them without fear that they would overwhelm my ability to think clearly. Like baby Zora’s arrival near the end of that mystery novel, life continually presents me with unexpected synchronicity and powerful signs. I no longer manage businesses or control investment budgets. The knowledge that we control little beyond ourselves has settled deep within me. My need to shout has moderated greatly, although I know it will never entirely disappear. I reveled in my experience of Japan not because of how the country had changed, for it always held both complexity and subtlety. It was I—in the earlier chapters of my life—who saw the world mostly in black-and-white and was blinded by my need to transform it. It was definitely I who had changed. Who had learned. To hear. To see. To just be.



Read Our Holiday Gift Guide! Our head buyer, Luisa Smith, and our children’s book buyer, Susan Kunhardt, offer the perfect book titles for everyone on your shopping list!
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Left Coast Writers®



Led by Linda Watanabe McFerrin



1st Monday each month • 7:00-9:00 pm • $120 per year • Corte Madera Left Coast Writers® provides literary connections, support, readings, writing tips, literary chats, unabashed networking, and great fun. LCW hosts a variety of activities to launch the books of members and explore publishing alternatives. You will often see LCW writers featured at Book Passage events. See www.bookpassage.com/left-coast-writers.



Upcoming Salon Meetings (Marin store)



Connie Hale



Mon., Nov. 7 • 7:00



Connie Hale is the Author of Sin and Syntax and the new ‘Iwalani’s Tree



Dick Jordan



Mon., Dec. 5 • 7:00 Dick Jordan is aTravel writer and documentary film producer • • •



Small Business Saturday Sat., Nov. 26 • Corte Madera store



Meet the Authors from Left Coast Writers®.



Small Business Saturday has been gaining momentum each year. This year, we decided to celebrate the day by introducing authors from one of our favorite writing communities, Left Coast Writers. These are authors who, for the most part, have written and celebrated their books through programs at Book Passage. Meet these creative writers and find out more about Left Coast Writers as well as our Path to Publishing program. We will be posting the schedule on our website and the LCW website.



California Writers Club A Professional Writing Club



4th Sunday/ monthly • 2:00-4:00 pm $5 for members; $10 for non-members The Marin branch of the California Writers Club celebrates 14 years with Book Passage. Meetings are open to the public. See www.cwcmarinwriters.com for information.



Upcoming Meetings at the Marin store:



3rd Annual Book Launch



Sun., Nov. 13



Members who have published in the past year will read and talk about their work. Please note: this event takes place on the second Sunday of November!



CWC Holiday Party



Note: this event is for members only.



Sun., Dec. 4
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Language Classes Kate Rider



Italian Language Classes



Wendy Walsh



Kate Rider



Graciela Pera



Hamid Emami



Spanish Language Classes



Mehri Dadgar



Graciela Pera



Kate Rider has a master’s degree in Italian Literature from SFSU Graciela Pera is a graduate of the University of Buenos Aires. She and teaches Italian at Dominican University. has been teaching Spanish for over 35 years.



Beginning Italian (Continuing)



First Beginners Spanish



• Six Fridays: Nov. 4 - Dec. 16 (no class 11/25) or Eight Wed.: Jan. 11 - Mar. 1 • 10:00 am - 12:00 pm • $250 • Six Fridays: Jan. 13 - Feb. 17 Beginning Continuing Spanish 10:00 am - 12:00 pm • $190 • Five Mondays: Nov. 7 - Dec. 12 (no class 11/14) • $160 or Review of basics (present tense, questions, adjective agreement) • Eight Mondays: Jan. 9 - Feb. 27 • $250 plus modal verbs, vocabulary and reading. 10:00 am -12:00 pm



Lower Intermediate Italian



Intermediate Spanish



• Six Wednesdays: Nov. 2 - Dec. 14 (no class 11/23) or • Five Thursdays: Nov. 10 - Dec. 15 (no class 11/24) • $160 or • Six Wednesdays: Jan. 11 - Feb. 15 • Eight Thursdays: Jan. 12 - Mar. 2 • $250 9:30 – 11:30 am • $190 10:30 am - 12:30 pm Future tense, review of passato prossimo vs. imperfetto, reading Advanced Spanish and conversation. • Five Thursdays: Nov. 10 - Dec. 15 (no class 11/24) • $160 or Higher Intermediate Italian • Eight Thursdays: Jan. 12 - Mar. 2 • $250 • Six Wednesdays: Nov. 2 - Dec. 14 (no class 11/23) 1:00 - 3:00 pm 4:00-6:00 pm • $190 or • Six Wednesdays: Jan. 11 - Feb. 15 • 4:00-6:00 pm • $190 Introduction to the subjunctive, reading and conversation.



Farsi Language Class



Wendy Walsh



Wendy Walsh has a PhD in Italian Literature from UCB. She has taught Italian language and literature since 1979.



Lower Intermediate Italian



Eight Mondays: Jan. 16 - Feb. 27 • 12:40 – 3:30 pm • $250



Mehri Dadgar



Mehri Dadgar has a master’s degree in Fine Arts. She has taught Farsi language at the Beverly Hills Lingual Institute and at College of Marin. She emphasizes daily conversations useful for travelers to Iran.



Beginning Farsi



Higher Intermediate Italian



Four Weeks (Tues. & Thurs.): Jan. 3 - Jan 26 4:00 - 6:00 pm • $250



Advanced Italian



German Language Class



Eight Tuesdays: Jan. 17 - Feb. 28 • 8:45 – 10:30 am • $250 Eight Thursdays: Jan. 5 - Feb. 23 • 9:00 – 11:00 am • $250



Information & Registering for Classes Further information: For more information visit bookpassage.com/classes-workshops.



Sign-ups: Call (415) 927-0960, ext. 1. or register online at bookpassage.com/classes-workshops.



10% off coupon: Register one week before class, and we’ll give you a 10% off coupon for books and select merchandise.



Teachers are independent contractors:



The teachers of these classes are independent contractors and are solely responsible for the content, preparation, and presentation of the class to the students. The ideas and views presented in the class are solely those of the teacher, and Book Passage assumes no responsibility for their content.



Hamid Emami



Hamid Emami has a master’s degree from the University of Hamburg, and is fluent in German, English, French, Spanish, and Farsi. He has taught German for many years.



Beginning Conversational German



Hamid Emami Fridays: Jan. 5 – Feb. 24 • 9:00 - 11:00 am • $250 This class is for beginners and those who have previously had some exposure to German. You’ll learn greetings, introductions, carrying on a simple conversation, basic grammar, and proper pronunciation. If you are interested in a language class but are unsure of your level, please contact the classes department at (415) 927-0960 x230 for help in determining which class is right for you.
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Writing & Art Classes Art History with Kerrin Meis Sandra Kierulff



Jana Zanetto



French Language Classes



Genevieve Blaise-Sullivan



Jana Zanetto



Jana Zanetto taught French at Berlitz before getting her master’s in Teaching ESL. She taught at City College for 33 years. She has developed techniques for improving pronunciation.



Continuing Beginning French



Five Mondays: Nov. 21 - Dec. 19 • 10:00 – 11:30 am • $160 Beginner classes focus on basic and important grammar and vocabulary.



Basic French for Travelers



Eight Mondays: Jan. 9 - Feb. 27 • 10:00 - 11:30 am • $250 Conversational practice in scenarios that travelers most often encounter, from ordering a meal at a restaurant to filling a prescription at a pharmacy. Perfect for the traveler with only a little French, or the rusty intermediate speaker wishing to review.



Genevieve Blaise-Sullivan



Genevieve Blaise-Sullivan is a graduate of the Sorbonne, and has taught French at College of Marin for over 30 years.



Advanced French – Level 1



Eight Tuesdays: Jan. 10 - Mar. 7 (no class 2/21) 1:00 – 3:00 pm • $255 Selection of French speaking authors, review of French grammar plus discussions and exercises on “7 jours sur la planete” videos.



Advanced French/Cours de Perfectionnement – Level 2



Eight Tuesdays: Jan. 10 - Mar. 7 (no class 2/21) 10:35 am – 12:35 pm • $255 Review of advanced grammar, discussions of current issues. Students will read the contemporary French novel Le canape by Michele Lesbre.



Sandra Kierulff



Sandra Kierulff has taught at the College of Marin, Adult Education, and was the instructor and author of “French à la Carte,” a French language course for adults aired on KQED radio. She lived and worked in Paris or several years. She was a member of the Leadership team for the California World Language Project, based at Stanford University.



Intermediate French



• Seven Mondays: Oct. 31 - Dec. 19 (no class 11/21) • $220 • Eight Mondays: Jan. 2 - Feb. 27 • $250 2:00 – 3:30 pm Review of grammar structures through lively conversation, readings and songs. Texts: ‘Grammaire en dialogues’ with CD, Niveau Intermédiaire and ‘Grammaire Progressive du Français’.



Kerrin Meis taught art history at SFSU for ten years and now leads study tours in Europe. Her Book Passage classes have been favorites for years.



Deciphering Degas: Looking at His Art to Separate Fact from Myth



Fridays, Dec. 2 & 9 • 10:00 am - 12:00 pm • $75 Best known for his depictions of dancers, Edgar Degas is generally classified as an Impressionist although he derided “plein air “ painting. Labeled a misogynist by his critics, an anti-Semite by most, and a loner by his own admission, he created oddly perceptive portraits, with a penchant for the laboring classes— laundresses, milliners and prostitutes—and a pre-occupation with blindness. His attitude toward composition was entirely new to Western art. What can we learn from his works both before and after his extended visit to his Creole family in New Orleans?



Monet: Masterpieces of His Early Years



Tuesdays, Jan. 10 & 17 • 1:00 – 3:00 pm • $75 A preview of the exhibition opening in February at the Legion of Honor—the first ever study devoted to the young genius of Claude Monet during the first phase of his long career featuring over 60 paintings: portraits, still-life and genre from his Normandy debut in 1858 until 1872 when he settled in Argenteuil. Influences from Eugene Boudin and the painters of Barbizon School—how he absorbed and transformed them—as well as challenges posed by his friends Manet, Pissarro and Renoir with some highly original results.



American Impressionism



Tuesdays, Jan. 24 & 31 • 1:00 – 3:00 pm • $75 Study the birth of the movement in the United States with special emphasis on William Merritt Chase who, in 1886, was the first major American artist to create Impressionist canvases. He was followed by Willard Metcalf, Theodore Robinson, John Henry Twachtman, Edmund Tarbell, Frank W Benson, Cecilia Beaux, Frederick Frieseke, Childe Hassam and others all of whom demonstrated a unique personal style while embracing light, color, vigorous brushwork and real-life subjects.



Read Our Holiday Gift Guide! Our head buyer, Luisa Smith, and our children’s book buyer, Susan Kunhardt, offer the perfect book titles for everyone on your shopping list!
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Writing & Art Classes Leslie Keenan



Leslie Keenan is an experienced writing instructor. Author Eve Pell says, “Your help was really valuable since it stopped me from feeling utterly overwhelmed. I know how to make a plan, and that’s what made the difference.”



Master Writers



Linda Watanabe McFerrin & Laurie McAndish King



Linda Watanabe McFerrin is the founder of Left Coast Writers®. Linda and Laurie McAndish King are the co-editors of the Hot Flashes: sexy little stories and poems series.



Writing Sexy Stuff



Sat., Jan. 21 • 10:00 am - 4:00 pm • $120 If you have trouble steaming up the page, this is the workshop for you. Spend a day learning the techniques for adding spicy, sensual, and sometimes funny sizzle to your work. The class is full of quick free-writes and entertaining exercises that will have you moving from comfort to erogenous zones in no time.



Eight Tues.: Jan. 10 - Mar. 7 (no class 2/21) 6:30 - 8:30 pm • $360 Use the support of fellow writers and well-timed feedback to move through resistance and finish your work. This class requires Laura Deutsch that you have previously taken either “Is There a Book in You?” Laura Deutsch has taught at U.C. Berkely, or “You Can Complete That Book.” S.F.S.U., and Dominican University. Her writing has appeared in the L.A. Times. She is the Jennie Oppenheimer Soul Collage author of Writing From the Senses. Fri., Nov. 4 • 10:00 am - 3:00 pm • $200 SoulCollage® is a creative, intuitive collage process. Guided by our intuition, we’ll create a series of cards, collaging images that offer a visual narrative of our unique stories. No art experience is necessary! We’ll make cards, step deeper into them, and discover how they relate to our inner and outer world. The fee includes all materials for this class. Jennie Oppenheimer is an artist, educator and leader of SoulCollage® and mixed media art workshops.



Stuart Horwitz Finish Your Book in Three Drafts with the Book Architecture Method



Mon., Nov. 14 • 6:30 – 8:30 pm • $26 The Book Architecture Method helps transform messy manuscripts into polished books in three drafts. Writers learn how to create a complex narrative by knowing the draft they’re in and what to do between drafts. Stuart Horwitz is the author of Blueprint Your Bestseller, Book Architecture, and Finish Your Book in Three Drafts.



Karen Benke Two-Day Winter Solstice Writing Camp for Kids



Tues., Dec. 20 & Wed., Dec. 21 10:30 am - 1:00 pm (both days) • $105 If you are a 4th/5th/6th grade boy or girl who likes to fool around with words and play on and off the page, this is the camp for you! We’ll be using pens, paper, stamps, envelopes, flipping words on their sides, personifying colors, eavesdropping for dialog, and inspiring ourselves with similes, metaphors, and more. Lead by Karen Benke, the author of Rip the Page, (newly translated into Russian, Korean, and Portuguese), and Write Back Soon! Benke taught throughout Marin County with Poets in the Schools for 20+ years. All materials provided. Workshop limited to 20 kids.



Writing from the Senses



Sat., Jan. 28 • 1:00 - 3:00 pm • $85 In this workshop, we’ll use sensory prompts to help us tap into memory and story for vivid imagery and detail. You’ll never have to stare at a blank page or computer screen again. We’ll practice awareness of the five senses, plus motion and intuition — and learn how to write about the senses in our authentic voice. This workshop includes creative writing exercises and feedback, along with meditation to awaken awareness, spark creativity and make our writing come alive. For writers of all levels.



Personal Essay and Memoir



Sat., Feb. 4 • 10:00 am – 4:00 pm • $105 Using your life as the source for personal essays, stories and memoir, you’ll learn techniques to access and shape your material and approach it from new angles. This class is ideal for beginning and more experienced writers who want to learn new creative writing techniques and review the elements of personal essays and memoir. Whether writing for yourself or a wider audience, you’ll learn how to craft engaging, compelling pieces. This workshop includes instruction, in-class writing, and feedback.



Andrea Alban Writer’s Tribe™: A Feedback Forum for Children’s Writers



Four Sundays: Jan. 8, Jan. 22, Feb. 5, Feb. 26 (no class 2/19) 4:00 - 7:00 pm • $240 Polish your manuscript in a safe space built on respect, clarity and honesty. The focus is on rendering quintessential characters, vivid settings, and page-turning plots. The group discusses submission strategies to agents and editors. *Prerequisite: Must have written a picture book or first 25 pages of a novel* Andrea Alban is the author of nine books, including The Happiness Tree and Anya’s War. She edits manuscripts and coaches writers on how to prepare submissions to editors and agents.
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Don George Travel Writing Intensive



Six Tuesdays: Jan. 24 – Feb. 28 • 6:30 – 9:00 pm • $350 Don George’s six-week intensive travel writing class is patterned on a graduate school creative writing workshop. The emphasis is on the craft of travel writing. Weekly assignments progress from a few paragraphs to full-length articles, with the goal of writing publishable pieces. Students learn to research stories, write query letters, work with editors, and market their articles. This highly successful class has led to many published stories, including tales in the annual Best Travel Writing and Lonely Planet anthologies.



David Corbett The Final Polish



Sun., Jan. 29 • 10:00 am - 4:00 pm • $150 You’ve finished and revised your manuscript and believe it’s ready to send out. But in today’s competitive marketplace, you may get only one chance to impress agents and editors. In this workshop, David Corbett will review your first ten pages and a one-to-two page synopsis to determine: How unique is the voice? How compelling are the story questions? How engaging are the main characters? How high are the stakes? (Manuscripts and synopses must be submitted by January 22nd.)



Jasmin Darznik Writing Memoir: A Day-Long Workshop



Sat., Feb. 11 • 10:00 am - 4:00 pm • $105 Join Jasmin Darznik in an intensive workshop to transform your personal life stories into the stuff of rich memoirs. Darznik, N.Y. Timesbestselling author of The Good Daughter: A Memoir of My Mother’s Hidden Life, offers inspiration and practical advice, including tips on how to get started, how to interview family members, how to shape and refine your stories, and how to meet the emotional and ethical challenges of writing a memoir. Darznik holds a Ph.D. in English from Princeton.



Jeanne Foster Writing Poetry



Sat., Feb. 25 • 10:00 am - 4:00 pm • $130 The question is not “How to write” but “How to say what you really mean.” In this class we’ll be writing and revising our own poems with an emphasis on saying “what you really mean.” There will be in-class exercises, time for writing in private, analysis of texts by established writers, and roundtable discussion of our own work in an honest and respectful atmosphere. Both new poets and those with prior experience are welcome. Please bring a copy of one of your poems to show to the group. Jeanne Foster is Professor of Creative Writing at St. Mary’s College. Her books include A Blessing of Safe Travel, A Music of Grace, Appetite: Food as Metaphor, and her most recent collection Goodbye, Silver Sister.
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Book Groups Pam Feinsilber Meet the Author



Four Mondays: Jan. 30, Feb. 27, March 27, & April 24 7:00 - 9:00 pm • $95 In the first hour this group discusses the book just read. In the second hour, the group meets with the author to find out more about the book. There have been wonderful conversations with Daniel Handler, Mary Roach, Anthony Marra, Adam Hochschild, Yiyun Li, and David Talbot. Pamela Feinsilber is a Path to Publishing editor, writing consultant, former arts editor at S.F. Magazine, and blogger for Huffington Post.



Carol Benet



Potpourri of Literary Prizes



Five Mon.: Feb. 13, Mar. 20, Apr. 17, May 15, & June 12 1:00 – 3:00 pm • $125 or 7:00 – 9:00 pm • $125 This group reads authors that have won literary prizes including the Man Booker Prize and the National Book Critics Circle. In addition to reading award-winning novels, participants develop literary perceptual and critiquing skills. Carol Benet received her Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from the University of California, Berkeley where she won an Outstanding Teaching Award. •Ottessa Moshfegh, Eileen (Pen/Hemingway Award) •Han Kang, The Vegetarian (Man Booker Intl. Prize) •Ali Smith, How to Be Both (Women’s Prize for Fiction, Costa Novel and Goldsmiths Awards) •Don Delillo, Libra (Irish Times Intl. Fiction Prize) •Juan Gabriel Vásquez, The Sound of Things Falling (Intl. Dublin Literary Award )



Pat Holt Contemporary Classics



• Five Tuesdays: Feb. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. 11, May 9, & June 13 or • Five Fridays: Feb. 17, Mar. 17, Apr. 14, May 12, & June 16 10:30 am - 12:30 pm • $125 The reading list will be available soon.



Book Passage is Your Home for Pre-Orders! If there’s a book on the horizon that you can’t wait to read, look no further than Book Passage! We are happy to take preorders for upcoming releases at both of our stores, over the phone, and online. Make sure your most anticipated reads are waiting for you the moment they are released!



Pre-order books by phone: (415) 927-0960 Pre-order books online: bookpassage.com
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Michael Chabon



Moonglow is a ravishing novel told as a memoir by a narrator named Michael Chabon who is spellbound by his dying grandfather’s revelations. With Michael, we go to WWII where the grandfather, a Jew in the heart of the European invasion, makes a discovery that will anger him forever. We are in Baltimore when a displaced French survivor with a 4 year old daughter falls for Michael’s grandfather instead of the Rabbi. We go to prison with Michael’s grandfather and we are with his grandmother in a mental institution. No review can do justice to this intricately layered, vibrant tale. Some signed first editions. December 17th event. Elaine



Girl from Venice Martin Cruz Smith



It’s 1944 and now that the fascists know the war is lost, their cruelty increases. Innocenzo Cenzo Vianello, a Venetian, is fishing in the dark when he comes across the body of a young woman floating in the lagoon. Turns out she isn’t dead but the Nazis are searching for her so they can kill her. In a mesmerizing historical thriller, we see the underbelly of wartime Northern Italy. We follow Cenzo to Lake Garda where the Germans have installed Mussolini and where no one is to be trusted. The pages fly by but when you are done, you know you’ve read a profound work. Some signed first editions. Elaine



Swing Time Zadie Smith



Our narrator is seven when she meets Tracey in dance class. Tracey is clearly the talented dancer but our narrator thinks deeply about race, freedom and culture. Although the childhood best friends are estranged in their twenties, their experiences growing up together continue to impact their lives. Smith takes us from West London to West Africa where our adult narrator has been a personal assistant to a famous singer who has opened an orphanage and can order a baby as easily as a designer handbag. Heart-wrenching, nuanced, and in spots wildly funny, Swing Time will make you want to dance when you aren’t crying, laughing, or turning back to a particularly gorgeous passage. Some signed first editions. Elaine



The Wrong Side of Goodbye Michael Connelly



Reluctantly retired from the LAPD, Harry Bosch has two new gigs. He does pro-bono investigations for the San Fernando Police Department and he takes selective private cases. Then mega-rich engineer Whitney Vance asks Bosch to look for someone who may not exist. Sixty-five years ago, while a student at USC, Vance fell in love with Vibiana Duarte. Soon after she became pregnant, Vibiana disappeared. Now Vance wants to know if he has an heir. Meanwhile the San Fernando Police want Harry to help them nab a serial rapist. If you are a Harry Bosch groupie like me or if you’ve never read Connelly, you’ll want to dive into this thrilling novel. Some signed first editions. Elaine



IQ Joe Ide



There is nothing more exhilarating than reading an intelligent, fast paced, crime novel and Joe Ide proves that in his debut novel, IQ. On the searing hot streets of Long Beach, we meet IQ: a very smart kid from a very bad neighborhood. For baked goods or cold cash, IQ will use that intellect to solve neighborhood crimes. Unfortunately, he doesn’t listen to his own highly-attuned instincts and ends up on the wrong end of a very bad case. Ide’s clean writing and cinematic descriptions bring us more than just a tough L.A. story. He delivers a Sherlock Holmes tribute that no one was expecting and everyone will want to read. Luisa



Angel of History Rabih Alameddine



There’s no question that Jacob is a troubled guy. He was raised first by his mother in an Egyptian whorehouse until his wealthy father took him to Lebanon. There he was a misfit at a Catholic school. A gay poet, he finally found love and his way to San Francisco just before the AIDS crisis decimated the community. Wracked by guilt at having been spared while his physician lover was taken by the disease, Jacob is a haunted guy. We meet him in the waiting room of a psychiatric clinic, and as his fascinating story unfolds, we are in for a gorgeous, surprising and provocative ride. Some signed first editions. Elaine



Born a Crime Trevor Noah



In Apartheid South Africa, Trevor Noah’s white father and black Xhosa mother were criminals. Their crime was mixed race love. Trevor’s mom, who in spite of the racist laws managed to secure an education and a career, had to pose as his nanny. Fans of The Daily Show know that she raised a smart, insightful, and very funny son. Born a Crime will anger and astound you. Treat yourself to this hilarious and staggering memoir. Elaine



The German Girl Armando Lucas Correa



The St. Louis was a transatlantic liner, filled with Jewish refugees, bound for Cuba. While most of the passengers were turned away, 27 were able to buy their way onto Cuban soil. Armando Lucas Correa’s sharp eye for detail and descriptive prowess brings this once glamorous ship to life, and reveals the heartbreaking choices and indignities thrust upon its precious cargo. This is more than a story of an ill-fated journey: it’s the story of the families aboard and their bonds that couldn’t be broken. We are spellbound by the inner strength of Hannah, a girl fleeing from Germany in 1939, and easily recognize the curious yet sensitive soul of Anna, a girl living in New York in 2014. The St. Louis’ little known story from World War II is the fascinating backdrop to one family’s lost history and the brave search for a way to heal from the horrors of the past. Luisa
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The Rain in Portugal Billy Collins



Billy Collins has done it again. These forty new poems may be my favorite Collins poetry collection ever. I love the way he draws us into each poem. It all feels so simple at first, and then, as we read on, we are immersed in the profound questions of humanity. Who but Collins would write a poem wondering about the life of a fish that is now on Collins’ dinner plate in Moscow? I cried when I read the amusing but ultimately poignant poem about Collins’ imaginary sister. This is a book to savor and share with your dearest friends. Elaine



News of the World Paulette Jiles Les Parisiennes:



How the Women of Paris Lived, Loved, and Died Under Nazi Occupation



Anne Sebba



When the Nazi’s occupied Paris everything and nothing changed. Women still had to take care of their families and now with most of the men gone to war, they made decisions and compromises that would have seemed impossible just a short time earlier. As women waited in lines for hours to get a small amount of food, the Nazis were dining in luxury and enjoying the opera. Sebba introduces us to women who were collaborators: women in the resistance and women who made difficult choices to survive. Her portraits are so vivid that we come away feeling we’ve known Les Parisiennes. Elaine



A Gambler’s Anatomy Johathan Lethem



Bruno, our hero—or perhaps anti-hero—is a backgammon shark who hustles in the international playgrounds of the very rich. Bruno detests poker, where bluffing is the secret to success, and unlike chess, in backgammon, you can’t plan your moves ahead because you don’t know what the dice will do—unless you have ESP. When our suave James Bondish Bruno develops a tumor, he returns to Berkeley, so he can be saved by a controversial neurosurgeon. If you’ve spent time in Berkeley, you may even recognize yourself. Lethem brings us a story with depth and magnificent language that’s also a fun read. Elaine



News of the World is a book that unexpectedly grabs your heart and never lets go. It is 1870, the Civil War has just ended and Captain Jefferson Kyle Kidd is traveling through Texas, making a little money reading the news of the world to people. Then he is offered the job of taking an orphaned young girl back to her distant relatives. Jiles is a beautiful writer, easily bringing the American landscape to life, but her true genius is in her ability to create fascinating flesh and blood characters that jump off the pages and bide you to follow them. Cranky old Captain Kidd meets his match in the young-spirited Johanna, and together they begin an uneasy waltz of trust which slowly grows into genuine love. Luisa



Faithful Alice Hoffman



Shelby and Helene are best friends who will soon go off to college. Shelby is driving when they have a terrible accident. Physically she’s OK, but emotionally she’s a mess because Helene lies in her old bedroom in a vegetative state. Shelby refuses to visit Helene but people who believe Helene has magical powers, come long distances, wanting to touch her. Helene’s parents don’t blame Shelby, yet Shelby can’t stand the guilt. She shaves her head and starts cutting herself. She moves to New York with the town pot dealer who decides to become a pharmacist. Shelby gets a job cleaning cages in a chain pet store where she makes friends with a determined and loyal single mom. Their friendship takes Shelby’s life and the novel to a new level. Faithful is a book about guilt, motherhood, loyalty, and joy. All the characters are fabulous—including the dogs. Elaine
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B.P. Marketplace B. P. Marketplace



Point Reyes Schoolhouse Lodging An Eclectic and Private Family Compound on the Hill Above Point Reyes Station Walk the Footpath to Farmers’ Market, Toby’s Feed Barn, Shops and Bakery. Just 2 miles to Point Reyes National Seashore.



PointReyesSchoolhouse.com Email Owner Karen Gray [email protected] (415) 663-1166 Artist Karen Gray has made the Point Reyes Schoolhouse her home for over 40 years, drawing and painting the glorious National Seashore and wildlife . She is the author of A Family Guide to Point Reyes.



B. P. Marketplace



Consulting—Editing Short Fiction Novels Screenplays Memoirs



Paul Samuelson 415-517-0700 [email protected]



B. P. Marketplace



Have something to advertise? Place an ad in the next issue of the Book Passage newsletter! To inquire about placing an ad, email:



Zack Ruskin Marketing Manager [email protected]



24 Book Passage • November - December 2016 asked our Children’s Book Books for Kids & WeBuyer, Susan Kunhardt, to come up with some suggestions Young Adults for the holidays. Her favorites They All Saw a Cat Brendan Wenzel Ages 3-6



are on these four pages.



When you see a cat, what do you see? A dog, a child, and a mouse will see totally different things when observing the same cat. And what about an earthworm, which “sees” only in vibrations, or a bee with its compound eyes? In this brilliant picture book, it’s all about your perspective.



Nanette’s Baguette Mo Willems Ages 3-6



It’s Nanette’s first trip to get the baguette! Is she set? You bet! But when Baker Juliette sells Nanette the baguette, she can’t resist krakking into the warm crusty loaf. Nanette is beset with regret! Will she move to Tibet? The goofy wordplay is enhanced by the French village setting and green-frog characters dressed in berets.



School’s First Day of School Adam Rex Ages 4-8



It’s the first day of school, and everyone’s a little bit nervous, especially the school itself. What will the children do once they come? Will they be nice to him? The school has a rough start— there’s an accidental fire drill—but as the day goes on, he gains confidence when he sees that he’s not the only one going through first-day jitters. Illustrated by award-winner Christian Robinson.



Du Iz Tak? Carson Ellis Ages 4-8



Finding a new green shoot, some winged insects gather to wonder at its growth. “Du iz tak?” asks one. “Ma nazoot,” comes the puzzled reply. As the plant grows, the insect audience and plot developments do too. The playful invented language and gorgeous illustrations might well send kids to the back yard with a magnifying glass.



Ada Twist, Scientist Andrea Beaty Ages 4-8



Little Ada (like Einstein) didn’t say a word until she was 3. When she does start talking, her first word is “Why?” The questions come fast and furious as Ada’s scientific talents grow, with help from her sometimes exasperated parents, who to their credit don’t freak out when Ada covers the walls near her Thinking Chair with scribbled formulae.



We Found a Hat Jon Klassen Ages 3-8



This third “Hat” book, while keeping the slightly subversive humor and the telltale shifty eyes that won This is Not My Hat a Caldecott Medal, also has a surprisingly sweet ending. No animals were eaten in the making of this book!



Also an Octopus Maggie Tokuda-Hall Ages 4-8



“Every story begins with a little bit of nothing.” From the blank page to story arc, this imaginative picture book offers a master class in storytelling. First, we need a character, in this case an octopus. “But in order for it to be a story, and not just an octopus, that octopus needs to want something.” This picture book will make a great gift for teachers who encourage creative writing.



The Thank You Book Mo Willems Ages 4-8



This is the last Elephant & Piggie book (*sniff*), and Piggie is moved to say thank you to everyone she knows, including our favorites from the past books. Gerald is not sure this is a good idea—what if Piggie forgets someone very important?



Cookie Fiasco Dan Santat Ages 4-8



Here is the first of a new series, “Elephant and Piggie Like Reading,” for those of us who can’t bear to say goodbye to Gerald and Piggie! It’s cookie time, but there are four hungry friends and only three cookies. This is not good. How are they going to share the cookies equally? And how are they going to stop Hippo from breaking all of them before there’s nothing left but a pile of crumbs?
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How This Book Was Made Mac Barnett Ages 4-9



With help (and a little obfuscation) from illustrator Adam Rex, Mac Barnett describes how books are made, complete with editorial wrangling (“You’re not the boss of me,” says the author), slow boats from China, pirates, and tigers.



Dog Man Dav Pilkey Ages 6-10



Dog Man is a crimefighting sensation with a real nose for trouble, the result of surgically grafting a police dog’s head onto a policeman’s body. He’s the newest creation of George and Harold, the troublemakers and creative geniuses who came up with Captain Underpants.



Some Writer Melissa Sweet Ages 7-10



In scrapbook-style pages, Caldecott Honor winner Sweet mixes E. B. White’s personal letters, early drafts, photos, and family stories with her own exquisite collages and watercolors to tell his life’s story, including the day he canoed past the Maine farm that would become his home and the setting for one of our most beloved children’s books.



The Wild Robot Peter Brown Ages 7-11



When shipwrecked robot Roz opens her eyes for the first time, she discovers that she is alone on a remote, wild island. She has no idea how she got there or what her purpose is—but she is programmed to survive. After a rough start, Roz realizes that her only hope for survival is to adapt to her surroundings. When she adopts an orphaned gosling, the island’s animal inhabitants begin to accept her. The island starts to feel like home—until, one day, the robot’s mysterious past comes back to haunt her.



Ghosts Raina Telgemeier Ages 8-12



A new book by one of the Bay Area’s most beloved graphic novelists! Catrina and her family have moved to the coast of Northern California because her spunky little sister, Maya, has cystic fibrosis and will benefit from the cool sea air. As the girls explore their new home, a neighbor lets them in on a secret: There are ghosts in Bahia de la Luna. Maya is determined to meet one, but Cat wants nothing to do with them. As the time of year when ghosts reunite with their loved ones approaches, Cat must figure out how to put aside her fears for her sister’s sake, and her own.



Ghost Jason Reynolds Ages 8-12



Castle (“Ghost”), a naturally talented runner and troublemaker, is recruited for an elite middle school track team. “Whoever invented track got the whole gun means go thing right,” he says; Ghost learned this the hard way when his father tried to shoot Ghost and his mother in their apartment three years prior. Now, along with his teammates and help from his Coach, he struggles to stay on track, literally and figuratively. Short-listed for the National Book Award.
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Secret Horses of Briar Hill Megan Shepherd Ages 8-12



Narnia meets The Secret Garden. During World War II, Emmaline is sent to Briar Hill Hospital, formerly a grand estate, to be treated for “stillwaters” (tuberculosis). She is the only one who can see the beautiful winged horses inside the rooms reflected by the mansion’s many mirrors. When one of the horses escapes the mirrored world and takes refuge in the hidden sundial garden, Emmaline, growing ever weaker, tries to save the animal from a menacing black-feathered stallion.



The Girl Who Drank the Moon Kelly Barnhill Ages 9-14



As everyone knows, starlight is the perfect food for babies; but when Xan, a well-meaning witch, accidentally feeds Luna moonlight instead, the baby is powerfully enmagicked. Here is an epic fantasy about a young girl raised by a good witch, a wise swamp monster, and an endearing Perfectly Tiny Dragon, who must unlock the powerful magic buried deep inside her.



26 Book Passage • November - December 2016 Books for Kids & Young Adults What Elephants Know Eric Dinerstein Ages 8-12



Abandoned in the jungle of Nepal, two-year-old Nandu is found and brought to the King’s elephant stable, where he is raised by unlikely parents—the wise head of the stable, Subba-sahib, and Devi Kali, a fierce and affectionate female elephant. When the king threatens to close the stable, Nandu, now 12, comes up with a risky plan to save the community. But to succeed, they’ll need a great tusker, so Nandu sets out to find a bull elephant.



The Way Things Work Now David Macaulay Ages 8 up



The worldwide bestseller has been revised and updated to capture the latest developments in machines and technology. From windmills to touchscreens and 3D printers, each scientific principle is meticulously illustrated and humorously explained.



Pax Sara Pennypacker Ages 8-12



Peter found a fox kit he named Pax years ago, on the day of his mother’s funeral, and they’ve been inseparable ever since. When Peter is 12, his father enlists in the military to fight an unnamed war, and forces Peter to return the fox to the wild. At his grandfather’s house, three hundred miles away, Peter resolves to find Pax, and strikes out on his own despite the encroaching war, spurred by love and grief, to be reunited with his fox. Meanwhile Pax, steadfastly waiting for his boy, embarks on adventures of his own.



The Secret Keepers Trenton Lee Stewart Ages 9-13



12-year-old Reuben lives with his mother in Lower Downs, New Umbra, a bleak and downtrodden place. While his mother is at work, Reuben goes through the crumbling tenements. While hiding on a nearly inaccessible ledge, he discovers what seems to be an spherical antique watch. At first thinking to sell it for a pile of money, Reuben soon learns it has a secret power, and his life takes a magical and mysterious turn.



Full of Beans Jennifer Holm Ages 8-12



Ten-year-old Beans Curry, one of the best marble players in Depression-era Key West, Florida, engages in various schemes to earn money while outsiders arrive to turn Key West into a tourist resort. The mishaps and adventures of Beans and his pals bring to mind Spanky and his Gang; the time and place are perfectly drawn, including a cameo by Ernest Hemingway.



Ms. Bixby’s Last Day John Anderson Ages 9-12



Ms. Bixby is one of those world-class teachers who change lives. When she is hospitalized, three of her sixth-grade students want to give her a perfect gift of things they know she loves. They come up with a risky plan—more of a quest, really—to give Ms. Bixby the last day she deserves. Includes plenty of comic relief and harrowing action, as well as emotionally satisfying storytelling.



Raymie Nightingale Kate DiCamillo Ages 8-12



Raymie Clarke has come to realize that everything, absolutely everything, depends on her. And she has a plan. If Raymie can win the Little Miss Central Florida Tire competition, then her father, who left town two days ago with a dental hygienist, will see Raymie’s picture in the paper and (maybe) come home. To win, Raymie must do good deeds and learn how to twirl a baton; she also has to contend with the wispy, frequently fainting Louisiana Elefante and the fiery, stubborn Beverly Tapinski, who’s determined to sabotage the contest. DiCamillo is a master storyteller with a unique ability to make us laugh and cry, at the same time, on every page.



Boy at the Top of the Mountain John Boyne Ages 10-14



When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in Paris for a new life with his aunt Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy Austrian household. The time is 1935, and World War II is fast approaching; the mountaintop mansion is the Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler. Pierrot is quickly taken under Hitler’s wing, drawn into an increasingly dangerous new world of terror and betrayal, and finds himself hearing, seeing—and doing—things he never imagined.



The Inquisitor’s Tale:



or, the Three Magical Children and their Holy Dog



Adam Gidwitz Ages 9-14



On a dark night in 1242, travelers from across France cross paths at an inn and begin to tell stories (Canterbury Tales style) of three children: William, an oblate on a mission from his monastery; Jacob, a Jewish boy who has fled his burning village; and Jeanne, a peasant girl who hides prophetic visions. They are accompanied by Jeanne’s loyal greyhound, Gwenforte—recently brought back from the dead. On the run to escape prejudice and persecution and save precious and holy texts from being burned, their quest drives them to a final showdown at Mont Saint-Michel.



Wolf Hollow Lauren Wolk Ages 10 up



Annabelle has lived a mostly quiet, steady life in her small Pennsylvania town, despite the shadows of two world wars. Then new student Betty Glengarry, a sweet-looking blond girl, moves to town. Betty quickly reveals herself to be cruel and manipulative, and while her bullying seems isolated at first, things quickly escalate, and reclusive World War I veteran Toby becomes a target of her attacks. While others have always seen Toby’s strangeness, Annabelle knows only kindness. She will soon need to find the courage to stand as a lone voice of justice as tensions mount. Comparisons with To Kill a Mockingbird are unavoidable.



The Girl From Everywhere Heidi Heilig Ages 13 up



Sixteen-year-old Nix’s life began in Honolulu in 1868. Since then she has sailed across the globe and through centuries aboard her time-traveling father’s ship. As long as he has a map, Nix’s father can sail his ship, Temptation, to any place, any time. But now he’s uncovered the one map he’s always sought: 1868 Honolulu, before Nix’s mother died in childbirth. Nix’s life—her entire existence— is at stake. No one knows what will happen if her father changes the past. Will Nix even exist?
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The Girl in the Blue Coat Monica Hesse Ages 13 up



Salt to the Sea It’s 1943, in Nazi-occupied Amsterdam, the world of Anne Frank. Ruta Sepetys Ages 12 up “Aryan poster girl” Hanneke makes her family’s living by pedaling the streets, trading in black market goods. A neighbor begs for her help in finding a Jewish girl she had been hiding behind a pantry wall, who has seemingly vanished into thin air. Hanneke is pulled into the heart of the resistance as she attempts to solve the mystery and save the missing girl.



Every Falling Star Sungju Lee Ages 13 up



Growing up in Pyongyang, North Korea, the pampered son of a military official, Sungju and his family revere Kim Il-Jong. But when Lee is 10, his parents are banished to the hinterlands and forced into labor. As the famine of the mid-1990s takes hold, both of Lee’s parents resort to desperate measures to survive. Forced at age 12 to live on the streets and fend for himself, Sungju creates a gang and lives by thieving, fighting, and begging. Sungju describes what it was like to create a new family with his gang, his brothers; to be hungry and to fear imprisonment and even execution. Young readers will learn about another culture where freedoms they take for granted do not exist.



Tales of the Peculiar Ransom Riggs Ages 12 up



Part history, part myth, here are the backstories of the peculiars described in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. The 10 tales are presented as legends, curated and annotated by Millard Nullings, an invisible scholar whom Miss Peregrine readers will know well. Some signed copies



World War II is drawing to a close, and in East Prussia thousands of refugees are on a desperate trek toward freedom, many with something to hide. Among them are Joana, Emilia, and Florian, whose paths converge en route to the ship that promises salvation, the Wilhelm Gustloff. Told in alternating points of view, this well-crafted work of historical fiction is inspired by the real-life tragedy that was the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff, the greatest maritime disaster in history.



Samurai Rising Pamela Turner Ages 13 up



This is the true story of Minamoto Yoshitsune, the greatest samurai in Japanese history. When Yoshitsune was just a baby, his father went to war with a rival samurai family and lost. His father was killed, his mother captured, and Yoshitsune was sent away to live in a monastery. Skinny, small, and unskilled in the warrior arts, he nevertheless escaped and learned the ways of the samurai. Heed the advisory on the back: Very few people in this story die of natural causes.



The Sun is Also a Star Nicola Yoon Ages 14 up



Natasha believes in science, not fate. She is also half a day away from being deported with her family to Jamaica, which they left 10 years ago. Daniel is a good student and a good son to his Korean parents. He is also a hopeless romantic who is trying hard to make Natasha fall in love with him. Can they control their own destinies?
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Bad Girls Thoughout History:



100 Remarkable Women Who Changed the World



Buyer’s Holiday Choices Our head buyer, Luisa Smith, recommends these books as holiday gifts



100 Years of Architecture Alan Powers



Ann Shen



A gorgeously illustrated coffee-table book of remarkable women throughout history, the featured women include Aphra Behn (the first female professional writer), Sojourner Truth (activist and abolitionist), Ada Lovelace (world’s first computer programmer), and Marie Curie (first woman to win the Nobel Prize). This work includes bold watercolor portraits and provocative essays by Ann Shen.



Birth of a Dream Weaver: A Writer’s Awakening Ngugi wa Thiong’o



Full of archival and full-color photography, plans and architectural drawings, 100 Years of Architecture describes the dynamic period of architecture from the early 20th century to the present day, covering all the key movements, styles, and architects, together with many lesser known architects and their work. This is the perfect gift for anyone enthralled with the revolutionary changes in architecture during the past century.



This is the story of how one of the world’s great writers found his voice as a novelist at Makerere University in Uganda. He was haunted by the turbulent period of the previous decade in Kenya, when his friends and relatives were killed during the Mau Mau Rebellion. During his childhood, his mother made a brave break from their suffocating life in his polygamous home. This evocative memoir shows how he found beauty from a past sown with pain.



A History of Pictures:



Bolshoi Confidential: Secrets of the 



David Hockney & Martin Gayford



Simon Morrison



From Cave to the Computer Screen



Russian Ballet from the Rule of the Tsars to Today



David Hockney, one of the world’s most popular painters, teams up with art historian Martin Gayford to explore the many ways that artists have pictured the world. In this magnificently illustrated presentation we see the path from the first known pictures, created 30,000 years ago to the caves of the Dordogne, to the Renaissance, to the birth of photography and cinema. No art lover could resist this sumptuous book.



During the Soviet years, artists struggled with corrosive censorship. Recently, a $680 million restoration has restored the Bolshoi to its former glory. Morrison reveals in lush and insightful prose the story of the most recognizable artistic institution in the world.



Born to Run



Bruce Springsteen



Legendary rock ‘n roll musician Bruce Springsteen took seven years to write Born to Run, bringing to these pages the same honAmerica the Ingenious: esty, humor, and originality found in his songs. Anyone who has How a Nation of Dreamers, Immigrants, and ever enjoyed Springsteen will find this book revelatory, but this Tinkerers Changed the World book is much more than a legendary rock star’s memoir. SpringKevin Baker steen writes with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the This book is a wonderful, illustrated examination of 76 worldwisdom of a man who has thought deeply about his experiences. changing American inventions—from the whaling ship and the electric guitar to the Hoover Dam and the telephone—along with Epic Bike Rides of the World the stories of the men and women who made them. Veteran his- Lonely Planet tory writer Kevin Baker takes a look at these and many other in- Discover 200 of the best places to ride a bike in this beautifully ventions and asks: who came up with these ideas? How long did illustrated hardcover book. It includes family-friendly, sightseeit take? And, how, exactly, do these things work? You’ll get a ing urban rides to epic adventures off the beaten track. Each ride new understanding of what makes America the perfect breeding is illustrated with stunning photography, a map, and a toolkit of ground for ingenuity. practical details. This unique guide shows how cycling is a fantastic way to get to know a place, a people, and their culture. Atlas Obscura:



An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden Wonders



Far Afield:



Atlas Obscura highlights the wonder and strangeness of our world with over 700 lushly illustrated tales of the curious, the eccentric, and the bizarre. There are the natural wonders—such as the dazzling glowworm caves in New Zealand or a baobob tree in South Africa that’s so large it has a pub inside—and the human-made ones as well—including the Great Stalacpipe Organ in Virginia, the graveyard for decommissioned ships in Bangladesh and the Escher-like stepwells in India. A surprise on every page.



Shane Mitchell



Joshua Foer, Dylan Thuras, Ella Morton



Rare Food Encounters from Around the World Shane Mitchell and photographer James Fisher have traveled the world on assignment for food and travel publications such as Travel + Leisure and Saveur. Along the way, they have encountered the fascinating people who are keeping the world’s oldest traditional foodways alive. Far Afield shares their unique and captivating stories. This is the best kind of armchair travel, as it includes remarkable recipes from the corners of the world.
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George Lucas: A Life Brian Jay Jones



When George Lucas conceived, wrote, and directed Star Wars, he reinvented the cinematic landscape, ushering in a new way for movies to be made, marketed, and merchandised. And if that wasn’t game-changing enough, he went on to create another blockbuster series with Indiana Jones that revolutionized the world of special effects and sound systems. Brian Jay Jones has written a brilliant biography worthy of this filmmaking icon.



How to Be a Wildflower: A Field Guide Katie Daisy



Filled with flowers, mountains, and streams—every page of How to Be a Wildflower bursts to life with Katie Daisy’s dazzling paintings. This book will inspire you back to nature. A fresh perspective, an outdoor exploration, a new adventure about to begin—this is the book to celebrate these and other wide-open occasions. This is a field guide to living life to the fullest.



In the Company of Women:



Inspiration and Advice from over 100 Makers, Artists, and Entrepreneurs



Grace Bonney



Across the globe, women are embracing the entrepreneurial spirit and starting creative businesses. In the Company of Women profiles over 100 of these influential and creative women from all ages, backgrounds, and industries. It’s rounded out with hundreds of original photographs of the women in their work spaces.
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Mad Enchantment:



Claude Monet and the Painting of the Water Lilies



Ross King



Claude Monet spent years painting the water lilies in his beloved garden at Giverny. Yet, as Ross King reveals in his magisterial chronicle of the artist and his masterpieces, beneath the surface of these beautiful canvases lies remarkable drama and terrible personal torments. Mad Enchantment tells the full story behind the creation of the Water Lilies, as the horrors of World War I came ever closer to Paris and Giverny.



My Own Words



Ruth Bader Ginsburg



Ruth Bader Ginsburg became a Supreme Court Justice in 1993 and has since become an American icon. My Own Words offers Justice Ginsburg’s perspective on a wide range of topics, including gender equality, the workways of the Supreme Court, being Jewish, and the value of looking beyond US shores when interpreting the US Constitution. An engaging, serious, and playful collection of writings from a powerful and influential woman.



Other-Wordly:



Words Both Strange and Lovely from Around The World



Yee-Lum Mak, Kelsey Garrity-Riley



Discover words to surprise, delight, and enamor. Learn terms for the sunlight that filters through the leaves of trees or for the look shared by two people who wish the other would speak first. Find words you didn’t know you were looking for. Like tsundoku: (noun, Japanese) defined as letting books pile up unread on shelves. Beautifully illustrated on every page.
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Buyer’s Holiday Choices



Plant: Exploring the Botanical World Phaidon Editors



Using 300 beautiful botanical images, this fresh and visually stunning survey celebrates the extraordinary diversity of plants. It combines photographs and micrograph scans with watercolors, drawings, and prints to bring this captivating subject to life. The book, carefully selected by an international panel of experts, is uniquely structured to highlight thought-provoking contrasts and similarities.



Thank You for Being Late: An Optimist’s Guide to Thriving in the Age of Acceleration Thomas L. Friedman



This is a work unlike anything Thomas Friedman has attempted before. With his trademark vitality, wit, and optimism, Friedman shows that we can overcome the multiple stresses of an age of accelerations—if we slow down, if we dare to be late and use the time to re-imagine work, politics, and community.



The Hidden Life of Trees:



What They Feel, How They Communicate —Discoveries from a Secret World



Peter Wohlleben, Tim Flannery



Have you ever wondered if trees were social beings? Most of us have rarely considered what’s going on under that foliage. This important book makes the case that, yes, the forest is a social network, drawing on evidence to show that tree parents live together with their children, communicate with them, support them as they grow, share nutrients with those who are sick or struggling, and even warn each other of impending dangers.



The Prado: Masterpieces Museo National del Prado



The Museo del Prado is one of Europe’s greatest museums, featuring astonishing works from the former Spanish Royal Collection—works by Francisco de Goya, Diego Velázquez, El Greco, Titian, Peter Paul Rubens, Hieronymus Bosch, and many others. This magnificent book is the first of its kind to be published in association with the Prado.



The Rain in Portugal Billy Collins



Billy Collins has been called “America’s Favorite Poet” and his latest collection affirms this once again. The Rain in Portugal contains forty new poems that showcase the generosity, playfulness, and wisdom of his work—a few perfectly chosen words that can move us from laughter to tears.



The Travel Book:



A Journey Through Every Country in the World



Lonely Planet



Take a journey through every country in the world—850 beautiful images, essays on 230 countries, and all of it in one complete and gorgeous volume. Lonely Planet’s Travel Book is the ultimate introduction to a world of travel and the essential travel reference book for every household.
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Upstream: Selected Essays Mary Oliver



SPECIAL OFFER FOR BOOK PASSAGE READERS!



Enjoy 30% off select performances of Aida and 0DGDPH%XWWHUŴ\. Nov 5–Dec 6 Visit sfopera.com/offers and enter code BOOK30



Wild Things, Wild Places:



Adventurous Tales of Wildlife and Conservation on Planet Earth



Jane Alexander



Longtime impassioned wildlife proponent and award-winning actress Jane Alexander has written a powerful book on the inspiring wonders of nature and the importance of conservation. This is a moving, personal look at the changes in wildlife caused by human incursion, and an examination of the crucial work of animal and bird preservation being done by scientists, field biologists, zoologists, environmentalists, and conservationists.



Wonderland:



How Play Made the Modern World



Steven Johnson



In this lushly illustrated book, Steven Johnson applies the lens to the history of popular entertainment, arguing that the pursuit of novelty and wonder is a powerful driver to technological change. He finds the cutting edge of innovation wherever people are working the hardest to keep themselves and others amused. His storytelling is as delightful as the inventions he describes.



You Must Change Your Life:



The Story of Rainer Maria Rilke and Auguste Rodin



Rachel Corbett



Paris, 1902: Renowned sculptor Auguste Rodin has just completed The Thinker. Rainer Maria Rilke is a delicate young visitor from Prague, broke and suffering from a case of writer’s block. When Rilke is commissioned to write a book about Rodin, everything changes. Rachel Corbett reveals one of the great stories of modern art and literature: Rodin and Rilke’s years together as master and disciple, their heartbreaking rift, and their reconciliation.



Jerusalem, 1000-1400:



Every People Under Heaven



Barbara Drake Boehm, Melanie Holcomb



Medieval Jerusalem was a vibrant international center and home to multiple cultures, faiths, and languages. Harmonious and dissonant influences from Persian, Turkish, Greek, Syrian, Armenian, Georgian, Coptic, Ethiopian, Indian, and European traditions invested Jerusalem with a key role in shaping the art of the Middle Ages. This beautiful, authoritative volume breaks new ground in exploring the relationship between the historical and the archetypal city of Jerusalem.



Only available online and expires Dec 6, 2016. Subject to availability.



San Francisco Opera/Cory Weaver



This radiant collection of essays follows Mary Oliver as she contemplates the pleasure of artistic labor, her boundless curiosity, and her celebration for the flora and fauna that surround her. She’s mindful throughout of the responsibility she has inherited from Shelley, Wordsworth, Emerson, Poe, Frost, and other great writers of the past, to live thoughtfully, intelligently, and to observe with passion. Oliver meditates on the forces that allowed her to create a life for herself out of work and love.
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Join us for fun & food! Our award-winning Cooks with Books events are held at outstanding Bay Area restaurants. The meal is inspired by the author/chefs who discuss their cookbooks with guests throughout the meal. These are happy, convivial events.



Book Passage



51 Tamal Vista Blvd., Corte Madera, CA 94925 (415) 927-0960 • www.bookpassage.com



PRSRT STD U.S. POSTAGE PAID Handled with Care



Event tickets include the meal, wine, tip, and a signed copy of the book. Reserve at Book Passage 415-9270960, ext 1, or at bookpassage.com/ food-wine-events



Time sensitive material - Postmaster please deliver between 10/27 & 10/29



Cooks with Books! Cal Peternell A Recipe for Cooking



Ryan Scott One to Five



John Ash



Sun., Dec. 4 • 11:30 am • Left Bank $115 person, $175 couple (one book) In One to Five, Ryan Scott takes one basic recipe and cleverly spins it into five others for quick, affordable, and delicious meals. For example, a slow cooker roast can become carnitas, stuffed egg rolls, sliders, a Vietnamese salad or a hearty stew. Scott says that if he can’t prep it, cook it and sit down to eat it in an hour, then he doesn’t want to do it. Scott is chef, restauranteur, and owner of Market and Rye in SF, host of a weekly radio show called Cooking with Ryan Scott and an Emmy Award-winning host of Food Rush.



Thurs., Nov. 17 • 6:30 pm • Left Bank $115 person, $175 couple (one book) As a follow up to the N.Y. Times bestselling IACP Award-winning Twelve Recipes, Cal Peternell brings us A Recipe for Cooking. In this cookbook, Peternell’s goal is to allow the home chef time to plot and plan with plenty of stirring, chopping and peeling for all occasions. It includes wonderful ideas for holiday and family events or even a special meal for two. Peternell has been chef at Berkeley’s legendary Chez Panisse since 2000.



Cooking Wild



More than 150 recipes for Eating Close to Nature



Thurs., Jan. 19 • 6:30 pm • Left Bank $115 person, $165 couple (one book) Chef John Ash, known as the Father of the Wine Country cuisine, has long advocated for ethical food that is both good for us and the planet. He says to eat wild foods, you needn’t crawl through the forest or hunt your own game because we have an abundance of natural, untreated and healthy foods at our local markets. This unusual and delicious cookbook features recipes that include Warm Dandelion Salad, Nettle Pesto, Huckleberry Butter Tart and other delights.



Georgeanne Brennan La Vie Rustic



Sun., March 26 • 11:30 am • Left Bank $115 person, $165 per couple (one book) James Beard-award winning author, journalist, and friend to Book Passage, Georgeanne Brennan brings us an approach to cooking in the French tradition for American home cooks. It’s a cookbook driven by the seasons, full of commentary on creating a sustainable life in France as well as personal notes that celebrates her relationship between cooking and the land. In 2014, Brennan founded La Vie Rustic: Sustainable Living in the French Style, a product line and online store. Brennan is the author of many cookbooks, including her memoir A Pig in Provence.



One Shortcut Recipe Transformed into Five Easy Dishes



Marie Simmons Whole World Vegetarian



Fri., Feb. 3 • noon • Greens Restaurant, SF $115 person, $175 per couple (one book) We welcome back chef, teacher and culinary guru Marie Simmons, author of a dozen cookbooks and winner of the Julia Child and James Beard awards. In Whole World Vegetarian, she includes recipes from around the globe, filling each plate with bold and imaginative flavors. This is a voluminous cookbook that is the result of years of research. Simmons is the author of Taste of Honey, Fig Heaven, and The Good Egg.



A Literary Feast



Meet San Francisco’s



Les Dames d’Escoffier



with Paula Wolfert, Georgeanne Brennan, Joyce Goldstein, Dorie Greenspan, and others



Sun., Nov. 13 • 3:00-6:00 pm Ferry Building Mezzanine Tickets: $12



See pg. 9 for details
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